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Introduction

The November 28-29 1997, Southern Gulf Islands Marine Protected Areas Workshop served
as a catalyst for a more public discussion on establishing Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in
the region. The workshop, co-hosted by the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society - BC
(CPAWS) and the Islands Trust and Trust Fund, and co-sponsored by several local organizations, had the following general objectives:

1)

To provide an overview of the role of MPAs and their contribution to
marine conservation efforts;

2)

To identify jurisdictional arrangements affecting the identification,
establishment and management of MPAs in BC;

3)

To review existing information on marine resource values in the
Southern Gulf Islands;

4)

To identify and acknowledge participant's values and priorities for
protection;

5)

To develop mechanisms for the compilation and sharing of information
regarding the marine environment and marine resource values in the
region, and;

6)

To build partnerships for advancing MPAs in the Southern Gulf Islands.

The workshop enabled a broadly based group of interested and directly affected parties to
take stock of the rnarine resources in the area and to set the stage for a "grassroots" consultative strategy for local marine conservation. The outputs of the workshop challenge government officials and citizens alike to think about, discuss and determine an agreed-upon course
of action for the use of MPAs as a rnarine conservation tool in the Southern Gulf Islands.
A surnmary of the workshop proceedings are presented in this report. The information
generated at the workshop from the speakers and the participants, documented by the notetakers, is cross-referenced and consolidated to emphasize the pattern of opinion on key issues
under discussion. Although this calls for some interpretation, the editors have endeavored to
accurately capture the tone, balance and stmcture of the workshop.
CPAWS is committed to Uansmitting these proceedings to all interested parties, and hope
that they are useful as an overall MPA surnmary document, and as a catalyst towards
advancing discussions and building consensus on MPAs in the Southern Gulf Islands.
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S o u t h e r n G u l f Islands
MPA W o r k s h o p :
Day 1
Day One of the workshop focused on bringing all participants to a similar level of
understanding about the biophysical characteristics of the Southern Gulf Islands marine
environment, as well as explaining the concept ofMPAs - what they are, their use in
marine conservation, jurisdictional issues and the current status of the federal-provincial
MPA strategy in BC.

Introduction of Co-hosts
Sabine Jessen
Executive Director, Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society - BC
Pacific Region Coordinator (Marine), Endangered Spaces Campaign,
World Wildlife Fund Canada
Robyn Addison
Manager of Trust Area Services, Islands Trust
Carolyn Stewart
Executive Director, Islands Trust Fund
Sabine Jessen welcomed participants to the workshop and explained the mandate of the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS). CPAWS is the only national non-profit
organization devoted exclusively to establishing new protected areas and improving the
management of existing protected areas. The BC Chapter has been working on Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs) for over 5 years, and since 1995 has been working in partnership
with World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Canada on the Endangered Spaces Campaign. CPAWS
and WWF Canada are advocating the completion of a representative MPA system by 2010.
MP As are an essential, but underused, component for conserving marine biological resources. They can provide protection for individual species, important habitat and ecological
processes; they can help increase public understanding about the importance of marine life in
the sea; they can provide sites for research, and can also accommodate a wide range of
human activities.
Ms. Jessen stressed the need for more regionally-based people and organizations to become
actively involved. "It is only through active local involvement that an MPA strategy can be
created - one that has broadly based support and is sustainable". In consultations with local

n
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Gulf Islands conservancies, it became clear that a regional workshop that brought together a
full spectrum of interested parties would be timely. Such a workshop would not only
increase general public awareness about MP As and improve information flow, but would
also advance partnerships and opportunities between regional NGOs and CPAWS.
Robyn Addison of the Islands Trust reviewed the objectives of the workshop and again
emphasized the need to build partnerships for marine conservation. She outlined the
structure of the Islands Trust, comprised of 13 Islands Trust Committee Areas with responsibility for local planning and regulations. The Islands Trust considers a protected areas
strategy for the marine environment a priority. She reminded participants of the inevitability
of urban growth in areas surrounding the Gulf Islands region, and suggested the Trust could
serve as a means for cooperative action between conservation groups, industry and other
government agencies in regard to regional marine conservation.
Carolyn Stewart of the Islands Trust Fund outlined the range of the organization's
conservation initiatives and education activities. The Trust Fund has entered into a variety
of partnerships with local conservation groups, including the Pender Island Conservancy, the
Waterbird Watch Collective and Wild Bird Trust. The Trust Fund is also actively involved
with conservation groups and government agencies in the purchase of South Winchelsea
Island, part of the ecologically unique Ballenas-Winchelsea Archipelago. She emphasized
the importance of considering the scenic, rural and marine character of protected areas. In
order to do this, however, there is a need to be "proactive" and work cooperatively to develop
an inventory of important areas. This will require research and systematic evaluation in
order to determine the suitability of areas for MPA status.

Biophysical Overview of the Southern Gulf
Islands Marine Ecosystem
Richard Thomson
Section Head, Local Dynamics and Processes, Instimte of Ocean Sciences, DFO
Rick Harbo
Senior Biologist, Pacific Biological Station, DFO
Mike Shepard
Rocky Point Migration Monitoring Station
I - OCEANOGRAPHY
Dr. Rick Thomson began the panel session by explaining the unique oceanographic
character of the Southern Gulf Islands - Strait of Georgia region, beginning with the question: "Where does the water come from?". The area is not isolated. Water characteristics in
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the region change over time, and are controlled by:
1)

Geomorphologyi.e. deep canyon links with the open ocean (sills)

2)

Tectonic processes and glaciation

3)

Oceanic forcing mechanisms (tidal currents and estuarine circulation)

The broad "ecoregion" known as the Georgia Depression - encompassing the south eastern
portion of Vancouver Island, the Nanaimo Lowlands to the north, the Gulf Islands in the
southwest, the Strait of Georgia in the middle and Fraser Lowlands in the east - was formed
by major seafloor spreading approximately 150 million years ago. This entire area was
covered by ice during glacial periods. Much of the lowland areas were flooded after being
pushed below sea level by the weight of the ice, while the western portion of the ecoregion
underwent extensive tectonic forces, pushing plates upward leading to subsequent erosion in
the mountainous areas.
Dr. Thomson explained that water upwellings, mixing and flushing, within the many tidal
passages of the region, creates an oxygen-rich environment, and that estuarine circulation
(surface outflows and inflows at depth) from the Fraser River and other smaller rivers
dorninate the ecosystem. As a result, the Southern Gulf/ San Juan Islands region is an
ecologically distinct marine area.
There is variation over the year, however. Sills can limit how much freshwater flows out
during spring tides (reap tides are weaker and allow more mixing). The most dense water
(controlled by salinity) comes into the system in late summer, and affects exchanges at
depth. There is also a marked change in water property structure as one looks further north
up the Strait of Georgia (for example, vertical mixing from tidal exchanges in SGI ensures
that it never gets warm in the region, while areas to the north experience warmer waters at
times).
Some of Dr. Thompson's overheads are presented at the end of this section.

II - BIOLOGY
Dr. Rick H a r b o of the Pacific Biological Station focused on the marine animals found in
the Southern Gulf Islands. He explained that most species in the region have a fairly broad
range of distribution along the Pacific coast; however many intertidal communities in the
Southern Gulf are, due to their warmer waters, different than other areas, such as the west
coast of Vancouver Island. As well, the many tidal passages in the area yield a variety of
unique communities and habitats. The passes in the Southern Gulf display some of the most
profuse assemblages of cold-water corals and associated invertebrates found in BC.
Dr. Harbo stressed that the topography of the Pacific coast is unique and that three aspects of
habitat - wave shock, bottom type, and tidal level - not only determine the conditions of life
for marine animals, but produce one of the most biologically productive and richest marine
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for marine animals, but produce one of the most biologically productive and richest marine
animal and plant communities in the world. For example, over 7,000 invertebrates, 525
vertebrates and 500 marine plants have been documented in the area, including the world's
largest octopus, nudibranch, scallop and sea star.
There are some (but relatively few) "hazardous" (ie. harmful to humans) marine species in
the Southern Gulf Islands region - spiny sea urchins and seablubber jellyfish are examples.
There are also "exotics" in the region - Manilla clams introduced in the 1930s, and the
recently introduced varnish clam.

Ill - W I L D L I F E
"Compared to what?", best describes M i k e S h e p a r d ' s presentation. Living on the BC
coast it is all too easy to consider many bird and marine rnammal species as common and not
ecologically significant. Yet, this region supports the highest diversity of breeding birds in
the country, and as the previous speaker noted, also has very diverse marine plants and
animals. Although species such as Brandt's cormorants, glaucous-winged gulls, and
Stellar's sealions may seem common to residents in the region, their populations are of
national and/or international significance.
The Southern Gulf Islands marine region is teaming with wildlife. Some attributes are more
obvious than others. We are probably all familiar with killer whales, bald eagles, or seabirds
feeding on herring spawn. But other attributes are less obvious and require more investigation. Mr. Shepard noted that the sampling and population surveys of seabirds in the region
have been inadequate, with some areas being missed or other areas overestimated. Water
changes (e.g. El Nino) can make surveys problematic, even if the financial and human
resources are available.
Notwithstanding that estimates will be refined as habitat requirements, range and the
ecology of each species become better known, the challenges for rnarine wfidlife conservation
(including marine mammals) are to access:
1) how this ecoregion fits into the global picture (for example, 75% of Canada's population of Brandt's cormorants winter in Active Pass;
2) how strategies can consider anecdotal historical summaries; and
3) what are the long-term changes, what is happening now, and what other factors/threats
need to be considered in forecasting future impacts.
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Rood tidal current pattern approximately
3 hours after low water (from CHS. I983)

1o
Ebb tidal current pattern approximately -i hours after high water
and 3 hours before low water (from CHS, 1983)
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Cross-sections of temperature (°C) and saliniry (%o) for the Georgia-Fuca system from the entrance to Juan
de Fuca Strait to the northern end of the Strait of Georgia A. winter temperature; B. summer temperature;
C. winter salinity; D. summer saliniry. (Adapted from Thomson 1981)
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Panel Discussion:
Growth Impacts on the Southern Gulf
Island Marine Ecosystem
Panelists:
Moderator:

Richard Thomson, Rick Haibo, Mike Shepard
Robyn Addison

The goal of the panel discussion was to further identify and refine the challenges
resulting from the rapid growth in the area, through questions posed from participants.
The following panel responses are based on notes kept by notetakers at the workshop,
and are not verbatim transcripts.

Are the region's seal and sea lion populations decreasing?
It is important to remember that populations are dynamic and will constantly be fluctuating.
It is possible that populations of harbour seals in the region are returning to historical levels.
We are seeing populations of California sealions being pushed up into the Southern Gulf
Islands from the United States. Stellar sealions are native to the region, and their
populations are considered to be stable, although well below historical levels.
Is there historical evidence of ocean warming?
There is not a long-term monitoring system for oceans. The dynamics of such a fluid
environment make it extremely difficult to monitor trends in ocean temperature. However,
there are long term statistical records of increases in atmospheric temperature (1/2 °C over
the past 40 years).
It is possible to estimate longer term increases in sea temperature by a method known as
acoustic propagation, whereby changes in water temperature are measured as a function of
the velocity of sound waves propagating through the medium.
What are the impacts of dredging?
Impacts vary depending on location and settling characteristics. Generally it depends on the
composition of material being dredged, its sorting ability and water density at the site.
How can we find evidence of long term changes in the marine environment?
There are several well accepted methodologies, including baseline studies, quadrat surveys,
anecdotal evidence and the traditional knowledge of fishers and First Nations. These last two
information sources are particularly critical, given our limited data, but systematic efforts to
capture this irdbrmation are lacking.
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What have been the issues around pollution?
Human development is a major problem for the region and is difficult to isolate because there
are several non-point sources from outside areas, as well as regulated activities.
Dispersal systems for sewage are an on-going concern for the region because each site is
unique and issues such as flushing capacity, mixing rates, etc. must be considered. Models
can provide some indication of the length of discharge pipes needed, but measurements need
to be made regularly and at a variety of sites.

What have been the impacts of fishing in the SGI?
Recreational fisheries are on the rise in the SGI. Humans like to fish, therefore maintaining
viable fish stocks must be a shared responsibility and not cannot just be left to governments.
Rockfish and lingcod are important resources and have been subject to local overfishing.
Lingcod populations have collapsed and fishing pressures on rockfish continue now that
there are decreasing number of salmon.
Scientists are uncertain if fish are dying or if they are adapting to new habits in response to
climatic effects such as El Nino.

Where and how should efforts be made to protect species?
It is critical to manage on more of a community or ecosystem basis rather than species by
species. Tinkering with one species without knowing it's long-term interrelationships with
other species could destroy the balance.
Because ecosystems are dynamic, large areas need to be considered, but there is only limited
baseline information. . This is an area of science that is traditionally under-funded by
governments and industry. Information must also be well coordinated to integrate with
other data (e.g. Puget Sound studies) and non-government data sources.

1 3
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Marine Protected Areas
and Jurisdictional Issues
Sabine Jessen
Executive Director, Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society - BC /
Pacific Region Coordinator (Marine), Endangered Spaces Campaign,
World Wildlife Fund Canada
Despite having the longest coastline in the world, Canada lags behind many other
countries in the establishment ofMPAs. However, as Sabine Jessen pointed out in her
introductory comments, we have a variety of legal tools available to establish MPAs, and
that as a necessary and critical component of a marine conservation strategy, we need to
use them.
Note: Ms. Jessen s comments on the MP A process in BC represents CPAWS' views and
not necessarily those of government, other non-government groups, and First Nations.
Information regarding the joint Federal and Provincial MPA Strategy was presented
based on the programs and policies provided by government agencies at the time the
workshop convened. The reader is reminded to review recent developments surrounding
the August 1998 release of the Federal-Provincial MPA Strategy. This document more
completely reflects current MPA efforts from government and is summarized in Appendix
I.

It is now commonly accepted that our traditional approach to marine conservation - characterized by reactive and ad hoc policies, and species-by-species management - is not working.
A coordinated approach - one whose aim is the protection of marine environments, their
associated biological diversity, and the livelihoods of those who depend on the ocean - is
required. MPAs do not provide all of the answers to marine conservation problems, but they
form an important component of a more "ecosystem-based approach".
A marine protected area may be established to serve one or more conservation related goals,
including protection of critical habitat, such as spawning or rearing grounds, or of an
ecological feature or process, such as an upwelling zone or an estuary. They can provide
environmental insurance in the case of environmental catastrophes or poor management
decisions. They can be used for controlled scientific research and monitoring to help us
better understand the marine environment which we know so little about. They can help
accommodate a broad spectrum of human activities, including commercial fishing, recreational and tourism activities.
An MPA can be large or small; it can be a closed, or "no-take" area, where removal of
resources is not allowed; or it can be a multi-use area, where reasonable uses are permitted,
but controlled to ensure that conservation goals are achieved. There is no one perfect MPA
design. The key to success is flexibility, tailoring each MPA to fit the needs of the area, but
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ensuring conservation comes first.

MINIMUM PROTECTION STANDARDS
It is critical in the establishment of MP As, that all should meet some minimum protection
standards. At a minimum those human activities that threaten species or natural processes,
namely mining, oil, gas and mineral development, dumping, large-scale dredging and
bottom trawling, must be prohibited within MPAs. Whether or not other activities should be
allowed - to what extent and in what parts of a protected area - is best decided on a case by
case basis.
G O A L S O F A N MPA S Y S T E M
protect representative examples of coastal, estuarine, and offshore
habitats
protect rare, threatened, or depleted species
safeguard critical components of marine and coastal ecosystems
provide for environmental research and monitoring
protect historical, cultural, recreational and aesthetic values

Ms. lessen noted that the establishment of MPAs has been impeded by major jurisdictional,
legislative, policy and program gaps, overlaps and conflicts. However, we can no longer
accept these as excuses for inaction in the establishment of MP As here in BC or the rest of
Canada. The identification, establishment and management of MPAs in BC is not under the
authority of a single agency or a single level of government, but requires intergovernmental
effort.
MARINE J U R I S D I C T I O N A L ISSUES IN BC
iFederal

The federal government retains exclusive constitutional jurisdiction over the conservation
and management of all organisms in the water column (including marine rnammals, finfish
and shellfish), as well as issues transcending international boundaries, navigation, rnarine
pollution and migratory birds

SEEESSBi
The provincial government owns all coastal property above the low water mark and the
seabed within inland waters, except in federal harbours, and has the responsibility for the
conservation and management of marine plants, oysters, and steelhead. The province
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regulates coastal land use, establishes coastal parks, and has authority for foreshore leases.
On the open coast, it is generally agreed that all land east of a headland to headland demarcation is under provincial jurisdiction, and all west is federal.

BEIBEflEfiM
First Nations have constitutional rights tofishfor food, social and ceremonial purposes. The
BC Treaty Negotiation process intends to clarify rights, jurisdictions, and entitlements. It is
expected that new cooperative management arrangements will be established in MPAs
between First Nations and federal and provincial agencies, possibly modeled on existing
cooperative management boards. The implications of the recent Supreme Court of Canada
decision on Delgamuukw for resource issues in BC are still being determined, but are
expected to be far-reaching.
DESIGNATION MECHANISMS
A variety of designation mechanisms exist for establishing MPAs in BC:
|

Jeral

Environment Canada can protect wildlife and wildlife habitats through the estabhshment of
Migratory Bird Sanctuaries and National Wildlife Areas (including the newly legislated
Marine Wildlife Areas, which permits the protection of wildlife habitats, for conservation,
research, and education, out to the 12-nautical-mile territorial sea).
The Department of Canadian Heritage (Parks Canada) contributes to marine conservation
through its proposed Marine Conservation Areas (MCA) legislation. The objective of the
national MCA program is to protect and conserve a system of protected areas representing
each of Canada's 29 marine regions. An essential feature in all NMCAs is the zoning of
different activities within the area, thereby allowing for the many roles of NMCAs - conservation, preservation, public education, ecotourism, and research - to be fully realized.
With the passage in 1997 of the Canada Oceans Act, the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans became the newest MPA partner. Under this legislation, MPAs can be established in
tidal waters out to the 200-nautical-mile limit, for the conservation and protection of fishery
and non-fishery resources; endangered and threatened species; marine areas of high
biodiversity and productivity; and unique habitats. The Oceans Act gives the Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans a leadership role in coordinating regional ocean planning initiatives,
which will include identifying, establishing, and managing comprehensive networks of
MPAs.
EEHEBEB

At the provincial level, the Park Act provides for the estabhshment of marine parks, and the
Ecological Reserves Act has been used to establish a number of ecological reserves with a
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marine component. Both of these designations are managed by the BC Parks department of the
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks. Within the boundaries of provincial marine parks and
ecological reserves, wharf developments, aquaculture activities, kelp harvesting, oyster harvesting and log booming are not permitted. Many of the existing provincial marine parks were
selected for recreational purposes and most have been established as extensions of terrestrial
parks or ecological reserves, or to protect specific coastal features, such as seabird colonies,
seal haul-out sites, and safe anchorages. For the most part, only limited protection is given to
marine species through harvesting closures in these areas.
Currently about two percent of marine waters in BC fall under some "protected" designation, but
in many cases these areas were established for their recreational or scenic values, and most have
limited or no fishing closures. In fact, if we apply the minimum protection standards adopted by
CPAWS and WWF Canada (no oil and gas development, non-renewable resource extraction,
bottom trawling or dredging), only 214 square kilometres, or 0.01% of the coast is fully protected.

CURRENT STATUS OF MPAS
Canada's federal and provincial governments have committed to speeding up the process of
establishing MPAs. In 1995, the federal and provincial government agencies with responsibility
for the establishment of MP As in BC created an intergovernmental steering committee, which is
now in the process of developing a Marine Protected Areas strategy for BC. The committee is
comprised of representatives from five agencies: Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Environment
Canada, Parks Canada, BC Land Use Coordination Office and BC Parks Department. An 8member MPA working group has been established to help develop the strategy.
The MPA strategy will outline a coordinated and integrated federal and provincial government
approach to MPAs in BC that includes: a definition of MP As and their benefits; a vision for a
representative system of MPAs on the Pacific coast; goals for MP As; potential management
regimes; and a coordinated process for identifying, evaluating, establishing and managing MP As
(see Bill Henwood's presentation). The final strategy is expected to be released in 1998 and will
be followed by an extensive public consultation process.
All existing designations, including new legislation with MPA provisions, are available to
decision-makers in the development of an MPA strategy for BC.

SLIDES FROM JESSEN TALK
ifflZaEBZEIZig
a designated area within the marine environmentwhich has long-term legal
protection
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can range from small, no-take harvest refugia such as Whytecliff Park, to
large, zoned protected areas that allowfor a variety of human activities,
such as the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park in Australia
BENEF TS OF AN MPA SYSTEM
protection of representative examples of marine habitats
protection of rare or threatened species
environmental insurance in the case of environmental catastrophes
accommodates a wide spectrum of human activities as part of an
integrated and ecosystem approach to coastal and marine management
ZONING OF MPAs
zoning can be used to confer high levels of protection to sensitive "core
areas", moderate levels of protection to less sensitive or surrounding
buffer zones
zoning can allow surface activities but give high protection to sensitive
biological communities on the sea floor
INTERNATIONAL PROGRESS ON MPAs
the first MPA was established 60 years ago
by 1970 there were 118 MPAs in 27 countries
now over 1300 MPAs scattered across the globe
these range in size from 3 sq km to the 340,000 sq km Great Barrier
Reef MPA in Australia
Australia is the world leader in MPAs with 303 which cover 5.2% of the
marine environment
STATUS OF MPAs IN BC
British Columbia has 27,000 km of coastline, 6500 coastal islets, and
290,000 sq km of marine waters
about 5000 sq km (<2%) of marine waters have some degree of
protection, mostly concentrated in the coastal nearshore region
only 214 sq km (.07%) meet Endangered Spaces Campaign minimum
protection standards
PROGRESS IN BC ON MPAs
cooperative federal/provincial initiative to develop an MPA strategy for BC
stakeholder forums held in December 1995 and March 1997 to consider
joint federal/provincial MPA strategy

| 18
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Pacific Marine Heritage Legacyjointly launched by federal and provincial
governments in 1995 to expand marine protected areas system
ENDANGERED SPACES CAMPAIGN

launched in 1989 by World Wildlife Fund Canada and the Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society
campaign goal is to help conserve Canada's biological diversity by
protecting a representative sample of the country's terrestrial natural
regions by the year 2000 and marine natural regions by the year 2010
MPA M I N I M U M P R O T E C T I O N S T A N D A R D S

at a minimum, WWF has recommended that any human activities known
or expected to cause large-scale, long-term habitat disruption should be
legally prohibited within an MPA
such activities include non-renewable resource development, large-scale
dredging, dumping, and bottom trawling or dragging
other uses should be carefully assessed, erring on the side of caution and
conservation
STATUS OF MPAs IN BC - F E D E R A L SITES

national park reserve (Pacific Rim) ( 21,390 ha)
proposed marine conservation area (Gwaii Haanas) would add 340,000 ha
and will likely have a number of different zones
migratory bird sanctuaries and 1 national wildlife area (2310 ha)
S T A T U S OF MPAs IN BC - PROV NCIAL S I T E S

provincial parks with a marine component -124,323 ha
- 34 of these are over 200 ha
- 30 of these have some fishing closures
provincial ecological reserves with a marine component - 46,651 ha
- 7 of these are over 200 ha
- 8 of these have some fishing closures
MPA DESIGNATIONS IN BC (see oaoe XX for full desiqnation descriptions)

National Marine Conservation Areas
Migratory Bird Sanctuaries
National Marine Wildlife Areas
Provincial Marine Parks
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Provincial Ecological Reserves
Provincial Recreation Areas
Fisheries Closures
Oceans Act
NATIONAL M A R I N E C O N S E R V A T I O N AREAS

Parks Canada is seeking to establish NMCAs in each of Canada's 29
marine natural regions, including the Southern Strait of Georgia in BC
in BC, Gwaii Haanas National Marine Conservation Area Reserve is
awaiting final designation
three management zones - preservation, natural environment and conservation (multiple use)
NAT O N A L MAR NE W LDL FE AREAS

established under the Canada Wildlife Act
the Act was amended in 1994 to allow designation of marine NWAs out to
200 nautical miles offshore
regulations to implement this amendment are not in place, therefore NWAs
only extend to 12 miles offshore
protects important wildlife habitats for research, conservation, and public
education
prohibit most human activities, although permits may be issued for activities compatible with wildlife conservation
M G R A T O R Y B RD S A N C T U A R ES

established under the Migratory Birds Convention Act and managed by the
Canadian Wildlife Service
protects coastal and marine habitats heavily used by birds for breeding,
feeding, migration, and over-wintering
human activities that would harm the birds, their nests and eggs are
prohibited
FISHERIES CLOSURES

issued underthe Fisheries Act by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
can be temporal or spatial closures to protect species or species complexes
must be renewed annually
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have been issued in a number of provincial marine parks and ecological
reserves
CANADA OCEANS ACT ICOA1

declares Canada's sovereignty to 200 nautical miles
establishes DFO as the lead federal department on ocean matters
requires a public process to develop a coordinated plan for each of
Canada's three marine regions
enables the establishment of MPAs
COA - MPA P R O V I S ONS

COA enables areas of the ocean to be designated for the conservation and protection of one
or more of the following:
commercial and non-commercial species, including marine mammals
and their habitat
endangered or threatened marine species and their habitats
unique habitats
areas of high biodiversity or biological productivity
any other marine resource or habitat as required
PROVINCIAL M A R I N E PARKS

managed by BC Parks under the Park Act
protected from wharf and marina development, aquaculture activities,
kelp harvesting, oyster harvesting and log booming
commercial recreation activities must receive a permit from BC Parks
and must not impair long-term ecological integrity
fisheries closures are given through DFO
largest is Broughton Archipelago (10,030 ha)
PROVINCIAL E C O L O G I C A L R E S E R V E S

protect ecologically significant examples of ecosystems, wildlife habitat,
and special features for conservation, scientific study and research
BC Parks long term goal is to exclude all commercial and recreational
harvesting of marine resources within ecological reserves
the largest marine ecological reserves are Checleset Bay, Byers/Conroy/
Harvey/Sinnett Islands, and Robson Bight
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PROVINC ALRECREAT O N AREAS

managed by BC Parks
offer a similar level of protection as Class A parks
open for a minimum of 10 years for evaluation of non-renewable
resource potential
in current land use planning processes are being considered for upgrade
to park status (i.e. Hakai)
PACIFIC MARINE HERITAGE LEGACY

5-year cooperative federal/provincial program
$60 million commitment to acquire significant conservation lands in the
Southern Gulf Islands for federal and provincial protected areas
commitment to study feasibility of establishing National Marine Conservation Area in Southern Gulf Islands
commitment to developing joint federal/provincial MPA strategy
CAPITAL REGIONAL D STRICT - G R E E N / B L U E S P A C E S STRATEGY

identifies regionally significant green/blue spaces in CRD for protection
establishes vision for protection of these spaces
provides information for park planning by federal and provincial governments
based on broad series of public meetings

BffEEgEgai
The object of the Trust is to preserve and protect the Trust Area and its
unique amenities and environment for the benefit of the residents of the
Trust Area and of the Province generally, in cooperation with municipalities, regional districts, improvement districts, other persons and organizations and the government of the Province.
FIRST NATIONS IN S O U T H E R N G U L F ISLANDS IN TREATY P R O C E S S

Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group
Nanaimo First Nation
Te'MexwTreaty Association
Tsawwassen First Nation
MPAs IN S O U T H E R N G U L F ISLANDS
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Marine Parks: Sidney Spit (280 ha); Princess Margaret (355ha); Montague
Harbour (30 ha); Whaleboat Island (7 ha); Pirates Cove (7 ha); Newcastle
Island (34 ha)
STATUS OF MPAs IN S O U T H E R N GULF ISLANCS

provincial parks, recreation areas and ecological reserves
-1,506 ha
- 5 of these are over 200 ha
- 6 of these have some fishing closures
no federal sites with a marine component
FUTURE MPA AGENlCA N BC

development of a joint federal/provincial regional MPA strategy including
action plan with specific steps and timelines
completion of the marine ecological classification system
development and implementation of guidelines for maintaining ecological integrity in MPAs
upgrading of protection regimes for existing and future MPAs to meet or
exceed WWF protection standards
designate new MPAs
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A Joint Marine Protected Areas
Strategy for the Pacific Coast
Bill Henwood
Senior Planner, Parks Canada,
Intergovernmental MPA Working Group
Bill Hemvood's presentation addressed the goals and process for the MPA strategy in BC.
The following pages contain the summarized overheads used in his presentation, followed by
questions from participants.
The reader is reminded to review recent developments surrounding the August 1998 release
of the Federal-Provincial MPA Strategy. This document more completely reflects current
MPA efforts from government and is summarized in Appendix I.
/ H A T IS A MARINE P R O T E C T E D AREA?

Marine Protected Areas on the Pacific Coast will include
•
legally defined areas in the intertidal, subtidal and deep ocean
marine environments
•
may include their overlying waters, the seabed and underlying
subsoil, their associated plants and animals, and historical and
cultural features
/ H Y DO W E NEED M P A S O N THE PACIFIC COAST?

Benefits of MPAs:
protect biodiversity and ecosystems
expand knowledge and understanding of marine ecosystems
provide recreation and tourism opportunities
provide socio-economic benefits for coastal communities
GOALS O F THE MPA S T R A T E G Y

To protect and conserve marine biodiversity, representative ecosystems
and special natural features
To protect and conserve fisheries resources and their habitats
To protect cultural heritage
To provide recreation and tourism opportunities
To provide opportunities for scientific research
To increase marine environmental awareness and education
A S H A R E D VISION FOR M P A S ON THE PACIFIC COAST

MPAs will be established and managed through cooperation and
collaboration with governments and stakeholders
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Public consultations will permit stakeholders, marine communities, and
First Nations groups to contribute to the MPA planning process
Canada and B.C. will complete a comprehensive system of MPAs on the
Pacific Coast
MPAs will protect and conserve the ecological integrity of marine
ecosystems, species and habitats
MPAs will be established and managed in the context of integrated
coastal area management
MPAs will be established without prejudice to the treaty settlements of
First Nations
YHY DO WE NEED MPAS ON THE PACIF C C O A S T ?

Threats to the Marine Environment
•
increased levels of pollution
•
habitat alterations and loss
•
coastal development
•
risks associated with over-fishing
FIRST NATIONS AND THE TREATY P R O C E S S

MPAs will respect the rights and interests of First Nations
•
MPAs will not infringe upon Aboriginal rights to fish for food,
social and ceremonial purposes
•
MPAs will be complementary to, and will not prejudice, the
treaty process
•
First Nations will be consulted
GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE MPA STRATEGY

Government and stakeholder cooperation
First Nations and the Treaty Process
Integrated coastal area management
Ecosystem-based management
Adaptive management
The precautionary approach
MPA M A N A G E M E N T REG M E S

Different kinds of MPAs, representing the full spectrum of resource
conservation management
•
No-Take
•
Feature Specific Protection
•
Resource Conservation
•
Focus remains on the conservation of coastal and marine
resources, with flexibility for a broad range of interests and
activities
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P R O P O S E D P R O C E S S FOR MPA IDENTIFICATION. S E L E C T I O N .
DESIGNATION & M A N A G E M E N T

MPAs will be implemented through formalized marine and coastal
planning processes
Stakeholders and First Nations groups can become involved in the
planning process through public consultation
Implementation of MPAs involves three phases
•
•
•

identification of marine values/areas of interest
evaluation of area of interest; technical and socio-economic
decision-making through planning processes, formal designation
and management

LEG SLAT VE B A S S O F MAR NE PROTECT ON

A variety of federal and provincial legislative tools exist to protect areas
in the marine environment
•
MPAs under the Oceans Act
•
Marine Wildlife Areas under the Canada Wildlife Act
•
National Parks under the National Parks Act
•
NMCAs under the proposed National Marine Conservation
Areas Act
•
Ecological Reserves under the Ecological Reserve Act
•
Provincial Parks under the Park Act
•
Wildlife Management Areas under the Wildlife Act
P U R P O S E O F THE M A R I N E PROTECTED A R E A S STRATEGY

A Marine Protected Areas Strategy is being developed by a joint federalprovincial MPA Steering Committee and Working Group to combine all
initiatives under one umbrella program
The MPA Strategy consists of a comprehensive, integrated policy and
process for establishing a network of MPAs on the Pacific Coast
UP-COMING E V E N T S A N D C O N S U L T A T ONS

Redraft of MPA Strategy discussion paper based on feedback received
to date from stakeholders and First Nations - expected release January
1998
Public review and consultation on redrafted MPA Strategy - January to
March 1998
Release final version of MPA Strategy -1998
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Q U E S T I O N S A R I S I N G F R O M MR. H E N W O O D ' S P R E S E N T A T I O N :

(Note: Mr. Hemvood's responses are based on notes kept by note takers at the workshop, and
are not verbatim transcripts.)
What is the status of the Gabriola Passage MP A proposal?
The proposal has received support from the MPA Steering Committee and is now subject to
further consultation - concernsfromFirst Nations and stakeholders are being addressed (note:
see Appendix I).

Who has control of MPA Strategy in final analysis?
The MPA strategy is a product of several agencies of both levels of government, and will be
implemented as such. Each MPA situation is unique, and which agency controls the agenda
will depend on the MPA proposal and is negotiable - implementation will be very much MPA
by MPA. Communities will also have to be involved for it to work.
What about First Nations use inside a designated MPA?
The MPA process will respect First Nations' rights and the treaty process. Subsistence use
would be allowed in "no-take" designations.

How does the Pacific Marine Heritage Legacy (PMHL)
fit into the MPA Strategy?
PMHL is an agreement between the federal and provincial governments, with 2 parts: to
acquire new lands for a proposed national park and to conduct a feasibility study for a
National Marine Conservation Area in the Southern Strait of Georgia. Marine conservation
areas are one of several different kinds of MPAs that governments will use to implement the
strategy.
The study will determine if a NMCA is technically feasible and if there is public support. So
PMHL can help establish MPAs but it is also, through the acquisition of lands, linked to other
goals of the MPA Strategy (i.e. integrated management between marine areas and adjacent
lands).

What happens in the Southern Gulf Islands if the NMCA study
finds it is not feasible?
Other approaches could be tried - perhaps just the NMCA is not feasible but other types of
MP As could be established (i.e. under other MPA designations such as the Oceans Act).
Communities will make the decisions in the end.
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How do you protect the water column (i.e. a moving environment)?
This is a difficult question - sometimes a specific site, such as a rearing area, can be identified and protected; but other MP As might address the protection of migratory species which
will move in and out of the MPA. As well, the moving water column makes MPAs very
susceptible to external influences, such as pollution. The key is to look at the entire system
and use a community-based approach to try to exert influence on stakeholders and all those
who affect the water.

Are large areas the ideal, or many small

areas?

There is no relative emphasis as of yet - large areas or a series of small areas depends on
management objectives for the site. Ocean ecosystems are large - it is Parks Canada's
intention to establish large, zoned areas (with smaller, core protected areas linked by lessrestrictive buffer zones)

Day One Wrap-up
Moderator: Carolyn Stewart,
Executive Director, Islands Trust Fund
Carolyn Stewart provided participants with a summary of the issues and opinions raised
throughout the afternoon:
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1)

The marine ecosystem in the Southern Gulf Islands region is complex,
with many interrelationships, both biophysicallyandintermsof
jurisdictionally

2)

We need to look beyond single-species management and take more of an
ecosystem approach

3)

MPAs provide opportunitiesforthosewhoderivetheirlivelihoodsfrom, or
otherwise enjoy, the marine environment

4)

Jurisdictional complexities may seem confusing, but they also provide
different opportunities for establishing MPAs - can be an opportunity to
work together, establish partnerships, and use different designations to
achieve various objectives

5)

To be successful, the MPA Strategy must be cooperative and integrated
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S o u t h e r n Gulf Islands
MPA W o r k s h o p :
Day 2

First Nations W e l c o m e and Presentation
Willie Seymour
Hul'qumi'num First Nations
Willie Seymour is a member of the Chemainus First Nation, a consultant to the Te 'Mexw
Treaty Association, a cross-cultural coach and educator. Mr. Seymour was invited to the
workshop to address concerns of Coast Salish peoples whose traditional territories include
the Southern Gulf Islands and surrounding area. Although not acting as an official representative, Mr. Seymour consulted with a number of organizations, including the
Hul 'qumi 'num Treaty Group (consisting of Chemainus First Nation, Cowichan Tribes,
Halalt First Nation, Lake Cowichan First Nation, Lyackson First Nation and Penelakut
Tribe), the Nanaimo Treaty Group and the Te Mexw Treaty Association, for their comments.
The workshop organizers were honored by Mr. Seymour's attendance and presentation,
which began with an eloquent (and beautifully melodic) traditional welcome, sung in the
Hul 'qumi 'num language.
The following summary of Mr. Seymour's speech is primarily based on notes kept by
notetakers at the workshop. It is not a verbatim transcript.
Good morning and welcome. Today, we meet here on Saltspring Island. In this region,
before European contact, the marine resources of the Southern Gulf were used by Coast
Salish people in a holistic and sustainable manner. The ocean was our highway. Conservation was an essential part of everyday life among the many villages connected by the bounties
of the sea and rivers. River weirs were used to fish salmon, and selective harvesting techniques were used on species like cod, octopus and sea urchin. Seaweed was used for
medicinal purposes. Conservation came first; food fish second. Nothing was wasted.
Our elders and chiefs have expressed serious concerns with the MPA process. In past
protected area processes on the land, federal and provincial governments have broken their
commitments on land claims and rights to resources. Today we are on Saltspring Island,
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where my ancestors once lived. Now, where there was once a village there is now a park,
established without any consultation with the Coast Salish Nation. Yet there is a clear
obligation for government-to-government consultation on these matters; for First Nations to
be equal partners on a government-to-government basis.
The Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group received an invitation to attend the MPA Workshop, and I
was asked to speak to other groups regarding their involvement. All member bands were
disappointed and very concerned about the overall lack of First Nation issues and participation on the agenda. This is of great concern to all member bands.
Resources are now limited on the shores and in the sea. There will always be users of the
sea, as this is part of everyday life for many people. To move forward, we need many
workshops such as this, but we need to have full First Nations involvement in order to have
total understanding and appreciation of each other's values and cultures.
MPAs must not affect the daily needs of the Coast Salish Nation. Management and control
of MPAs should involve First Nations. Our issues must be considered in a fair and respectful
manner. Together, we can open doors, and create a win-win situation, one that government
will seriously look at. I can see by the groups in attendance that the room is full with those
who have the vision and understanding necessary to make the process unfold fairly and in a
way that saves the resource. We all are here because we have a mutual appreciation of the
resource, and together there can be great possibilities.
I ask that workshop participants encourage governments to fully and honestly deal with the
Coast Salish Nation. More consultation with First Nations is also needed from non-government groups working on MP As. I do see a place for the needs of First Nations in your talks.
I ask that you include thoughts of First Nation issues in your discussions, and that you
recognize that the success of the process depends on our involvement.
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Non-government MPA Experiences
SAN J U A N C O U N T Y B O T T O M F I S H R E C O V E R Y P R O G R A M
Dr. Mike Kaill
Director, San Juan County Bottomfish Recovery Program
San Juan County includes San Juan Island, Lopez and Orcas Island. Topics that are of
special concern to County residents are vessel traffic (particularly tankers and the potential
threat of oil spills), jet skis and other personal water craft, and the depletion of bottomfish
(groundfish) populations, particularly rockfish and lingcod.
The San Juan County Marine Resources Committee was established out of concern for the
rapid drop in regional abundances of rockfish and lingcod. The Committee followed the
model of two voluntary no-take areas twenty-five years ago in Puget Sound - Edmonds
Underwater Park and Shady Cove. Edmonds Underwater Park began as a voluntary no-take
area with no official authority. Local "enforcement" through social pressure (signage, etc.)
was eventually successful in keeping sport fishers and spear divers out of the area. Shady
Cove - opposite Friday Harbour Labs - has had a no-take zone in place for 5 years. In both
areas, there has been a documented increase in the number and size of bottomfish, demonstrating the local success of these MP As.
The Cornmittee has 12 members - including fishers, tourism operators, politicians, and
people at large - and 8 sites were identified through public meetings as voluntary no-take
areas. Some of the challenges facing the Committee included: how to enforce the voluntary
areas and how to collect data for the sites. The Committee obtained commitments of funds
from various agencies to hire a coordinator who would begin signage and monitoring
programs, and demonstrate the usefulness of no-take areas.
Monitoring fish populations involves 6 to 8 scientific divers conducting transects at the
sites on a regular basis. This program is complemented by automatic underwater video,
using 360° cameras, to be analyzed by technicians for number offish. Another approach
being planned is something paralleling the "Christmas Bird Count", organizing divers to
sample fish populations one day each year.
Public outreach and education is critical to the success of the recovery program. The
Committee wants to make contacts with Canadian organizations involved in similar activities. They also want to expand their work through a creel census program. The idea is to
begin by protecting fish, and then move on to protect other species and larger areas at a later
stage.
Dr. Kaill presented some graphics on MP As in Washington State. The jurisdictional situation in Washington State rnirrors BC's somewhat, with a variety of federal and state designations, and sharing of resource management responsibilities (see accompanying notes). As
with BC, there are many "MPAs" that go by other names - harvest closures, natural area
preserves, state marine parks, etc. None of them use the term "MPA" and no state designations protect all resources.
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In general, processes in Washington have encountered difficulties in establishing MP As.
However, some of the existing "fish preserves" in Puget Sound have shown effectiveness in
recovering depleted stocks. Edmonds Park, which began as a voluntary no-take area 25
years ago, and Shady Cove, are two sites where there has been a demonstrated positive
response by rockfish and lingcod to protection (see figures).
After his presentation, Dr. Kaill was asked about the process for identifying sites for the
voluntary program:
There were a series of public meetings in the San Juans asking for input on what would be
the best sites. The criteria were fairly simple - areas that used to have lots offish but are
now, based on available knowledge and anecdotal evidence, fished out, and areas where
local people can feasibly maintain and monitor the site.

HERON LINK
Ann Eissinger
HeronLink Program
Ann Eissinger introduced a new conservation program, HeronLink. HeronLink is a corporate based initiative for the protection of the great blue heron. The Trillium Corporation and
ARCO Products Company have founded HeronLink as a result of protecting two of the
largest heronries on the west coast located at Birch Bay and Point Roberts. HeronLink is
seeking partnerships with other businesses, NGOs and agencies to broaden the effort to
protect great blue herons and their associated habitats through the purchase and protection of
nesting colonies, the monitoring of population trends, and the identification of the conservation needs of the species.
The great blue heron is a keystone species in the "Salish Sea"- a species that reflects the
ecological intergrity of the coastal and upland habitats it occupies. There are over 500 pairs
of herons nesting in the transboundary area with the largest concentrations located just south
of the U.S.-Canada border. Many colonies, particularly in B.C.'s lower mainland have
experienced population declines over the past 20 years, which has prompted concerns for the
coastal heron population.
The Regional Heron Stewardship Initiative works with the Canadian Wildlife Service and
Canadian NGOs like the Waterbird Watch, and the U.S. based HeronLink, to improve
protection of heron habitat. This includes not only the acquisition of colony areas and
monitoring, but also the protection of buffer and foraging areas.
Part of the ongoing work of HeronLink includes the development of models for information
exchange on heronries, life-histories, habitat requirements and conservation. Ms. Eissinger
has also launched an educational program - "The Secret Life of the Great Blue Heron" - and
would be happy to make further presentations to interested groups (Ann's contact information can be found in the participants list).
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Mean egg production (and 95% confidence limits of copper rcckfisb and liefrod
at seven Puget Sound study sites. A. Copper rockfish, B. Lingcod.
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Non-governmental MPA Experiences in BC
THE G A L I A N O - T R I N C O M A L I
CHANNEL ROCKFISH NURSERY AREA
Paul LeBlond
Galiano Conservancy Association
In 1995, the Galiano Conservancy Association (GCA) was made aware of an important
rockfish nursery in Trincomali Channel off Galiano Island. This information came in the
form of a letter from Dr. Tom Mommsen of the University of Vistoria. As part of his
research, Dr. Mommsen had sampled rockfish in the Southern Gulf Islands, and found that
an area off the west side of Galiano Island had a higher density of rockfish (including
copper, quillback, and brown rockfish) than other areas of Trincomali Channel. He concluded that the area is an important spawning and nursey site for at least three species of
rockfish and possibly a nursing site for juvenile lingcod as well.
Rockfish live in coastal waters, generally moving out into deeper water with age. They are
relatively sedentary, and very long-lived (over 100 years in some cases), making them highly
susceptible to overfishing. The rockfish fishery in the Strait of Georgia has been marked by
access limitations, sluinking quotas, seasonal closures and decreasing catch per unit effort.
The recreationalfisheryaccounts for about half of the rockfish harvested in the Strait of
Georgia in recent years. Given the importance of rockfish to the commercial and sport
industries, and the limited understanding scientists have about its biology and life-history
characteristics, it is clearly a species in need of protection.
The GCA felt it was timely to initiate community discussions for an MPA for the Trincomali
Channel Rockfish Nursery. In July, 1996, the GCA convened a workshop which was
attended by a variety of local residents, conservation groups, government officials and
marine experts. Since then, they have conducted an exploratory dive of the area, engaged in
a testfishery,and have invited guest experts to the area. Future work on the agenda includes
further dive inventories, public awareness campaigns, consultation, government lobbying,
and the development of a management plan for the proposed MPA. Inclusion of interim
protection in the upcoming MPA Strategy is also a high priority for the GCA.
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M P A INITIATIVES O N MAYNE ISLAND
Louis Vallee
Mayne Island Naturalists
The Mayne Island Naturalists'(MEN) main activities have been in the area of public awareness, public acceptance and outreach. MIN started the celebration of Oceans Day on Mayne
and invited other islands to participate. Mike Dunn, MTN's "Naturalist" was able to interest
Andy Lamb of the Vancouver Aquarium to do a beach study and dive demonstration. As
well, there was promotional material from CPAWS, Georgia Strait Alliance and Marine Life
Sanctuaries Society on MPAs and marine conservation. CPAWS also provided technical
assistance for an MPA public awareness brochure.
MIN hopes to continue to host this event on Mayne or on neighboring islands and complete
a permanent display at the Mayne Island Lighthouse to promote MPAs. The Lighthouse has
been de-staffed and is now run by the Mayne Island Park Cornmission and with longer hours
has attracted about 13,500 visitors during the summer months.
NGOs and individuals have a critical role to play in MPAs, to promote and plant the seeds to
help the idea of MP As grow. It is imperative that the people who are out on the water every
day become informed and involved. If MP As are to be successful, it is the user groups who
must be convinced of the advantages and be the eyes of enforcement. The first MPAs will
take some time to establish, but as the idea and information about their benefits spread,
hopefully a representative area of every kind of marine habitat can be protected. MPAs will
then play a key role in allowing us to live sustainably on the planet.
Note: Mike Dunn, also of the Mayne Island Naturalist, was unable to attend the workshop.
He had intended to present the Mayne Island Naturalists' draft document "MPAs in the
Southern Gulf Islands - A Value and Component Approach ". This documented has been
included in Appendix TV.
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E F F O R T S TO M O N I T O R THE E C O L O G I C A L
IMPACTS OF MARINE P R O T E C T E D A R E A S
Scott Wallace
PhD student
UBC Dept. of Resource Management and Environmental Studies and Vancouver
Aquarium
There is a lot of discussion about marine protected areas (MP As) amongst various levels of
government, non-governmental organizations, and the public in British Columbia. Evidence
from around the world indicates that MPAs, which restrict fishing, can have dramatic
impacts on species, and ecological communities in the protected areas. One of the barriers to
obtaining evidence supporting MP As in BC is that we have very few areas which prohibit
human harvesting of marine life. Consequently, managers are in a difficult situation of
selling the MPA concept to skeptical stakeholders without local proof of their effectiveness.
Ironically MP As are necessary to obtain evidence. Despite this problem, some efforts have
been made using "non-intentional" MPAs, as well as monitoring established MPAs.
Around the world there are places that have received protection, not because they are
protected areas, but rather because some other measure prevents human access. Sometimes
this is a geographical measure such as remoteness, and other times it is a human created
measure such restricted military areas. In BC there is a prison on the south coast of Vancouver Island which, due to security concerns, restricts diving access in the area. These
waters were surveyed to see if abalone populations were different in the non-intentionally
closed area compared to adjacent areas. It was found that the abalone in the protected area
were substantially larger and more abundant than the exploited areas. This is evidence
supporting the benefits of MP As for re-establishing depleted species.
Of course, abalone are sedentary creatures moving typically less than 10 m a year. What
happens with animals that move a few kilometers a year such as a lingcod or rockfish? There
are efforts underway at the Vancouver Aquarium to monitor the effects of MPAs on lingcod.
Lingcod populations are at 3% of their historical abundance, and being a top predator are
ecologically very important. In Howe Sound, there are two small MPAs where researchers at
the Aquarium have been monitoring lingcod and their spawning. One area, Porteau Cove
provincial park, has been closed to fishing since 1982, and has significantly larger and more
abundant lingcod and spawning activity when compared to fished sites. The second area,
Whytecliff Park, has been closed since 1993 and does not yet show any difference in lingcod.
Since January a number of lingcod have been tagged in the two MPAs. Observations
indicate that some of the lingcod population never leaves Whytecliff Park, suggesting that it
is just a matter of time before we start seeing the same results as Porteau Cove. Another
species, the yellowtail rockfish, has only recently re-established itself in Whytecliff Park,
potentially due to the effects of protection.
Humans are the most significant marine predator in BC's waters. Of the 30 000 km of
coastline in the province, less than 3 km completely exclude the human predator. It is only
by establishing MPAs that we can ever try to understand the ecological impacts of our
marine harvesting activity.
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Percentage by Weight of Non-Migratory Species in British Columbia's
Commercial Catch
(1873-1996)
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T H E MARINE LIFE S A N C T U A R I E S S O C I E T Y
Bernie Hanby
Director
MLSS was formed in 1989 to promote the establishment of MPAs in BC waters. The Society
was formed by veteran divers Bernie Hanby and Andy Lamb, out of concern over dramatic
declines in rockfish and lingcod in many favorite diving areas. MLSS was a force in the
establishment of a "no-take" MPA in Whytecliff Park, West Vancouver. An MLSS proposal
to create a similar "no-take" MPA in Gabriola Passage (near Nanaimo) is currently under
review.
Another ongoing initiative at MLSS is the annual Lingcod Egg Mass Survey, coordinated
with the Vancouver Aquarium and the recreational fishing community. As well, the Society
is developing public awareness and pursuing a consultation processes for an MPA proposal
at Browning Pass/Hunt Rock, an exceptionally diverse marine region in the waters off
Vancouver Island near Port Hardy.
A broad spectrum of communities, stakeholders, and individuals are working towards the
development of MPAs in our Pacific coastal waters. MLSS urges all interested people to be
involved in this important initiative by coming to their meetings, slraring their views, and
lending their support.

OTHER MARINE CONSERVATION
INITIATIVES IN THE S O U T H E R N G U L F R E G I O N
The floor was openedfor other NGOs to inform participants of their marine-related activities. Below is a brief description ofspeakers, affiliation, and respective initiatives. Details
on these programs can be found in Appendix V.
Liora Freedman of the Western Canada Wilderness Committee, explained the Completing
the Sea To Sea Green/Blue Belt program - an initiative by community and governmental
organizations to protect the large terrestrial/marine ecosystem between Saanich Inlet, the
Sooke Hills and Greater Vancouver.
John Baxter of the Island Paddlers told participants of the innovative steps being taken by
environmentally conscious Southern Gulf Islands paddlers in minimizing their impacts on
the marine environment.
Roy Mulder, Environmental Director for the Underwater Council ofBC, described the
UCBC's Moored Buoy Program, and other initiatives by its member divers to advance
marine conservation in BC.
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Small G r o u p Discussion - Review of Existing
Information on Marine Resource Values
Facilitator: Colin Rankin
Group Leaders: Bill Wareham, Joe Truscott, Keith Symington, Robyn Wark, Carolyn Stewart,
Nora Layard, Dan Moore, Karin Albert
During the morning breakout group session, participants reviewed current provincial government marine resource maps for the region. Tables were asked to provide feedback on the
following questions:
1)

what additional information can help to increase our understanding of
the Southern Gulf marine environment?

2)

where might such information sources be found?

3)

how should it be compiled and presented?

The maps were made available by the BC Land Use Coordination Office (LUCO). They
included all relevant marine inventories and human-use data for the region from a variety of
provincial and federal agencies including: Fisheries and Oceans Canada; Environment Canada;
BC Ministry of Forests; BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks; BC Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. The individual databases depicted, and their source, is listed in
Appendix II.
All coastal and marine information has well-defined and standardized collection methods.
Information was collected for presentation on 1:40,000 scale. However, LUCO is currently
working to collect information at a finer scale. First Nations information for the region is
confidential and hence was not included on the public maps.
Note: The LUCO maps can be viewed on the Internet (www.luco.gov.bc.ca, under "Coastal and
Marine Initiatives").
Below is a summary of the main points from the discussion tables. Detailed flip-chart notes
from each table are listed in Appendix HI.

MAIN POINTS F R O M T A B L E S :

1)

Information N e e d s

Fish - based on individual species rather than general fishery areas (e.g. "Groundfish Troll")
Shellfish - abalone, geoduck, scallops
Other (non-resource) marine life - invertebrates such as cloud sponges, corals, etc. are not shown, but their distribution
is ecologically important
Seabirds - more comprehensively and finer scale
Historical areas, where known or expected based on research, should be shown (e.g) humpback whales, abalone)
Recreational values need more detail (sportfishing, kayaking, whalewatching, etc.)
Reference points for the data (high/low)
Introduced or exotic species, and other known or expected threats
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Sources

Traditional ecological knowledge and anecdotal information (ethno-histories) of First Nations
Harvesting groups, sport and individual fishers
Anecdotal information from long-term residents, field biologists, etc.
Licenses of occupation - private docks, leases
University research on historical levels, trends, etc.

3)

Presentation

Consider broader marine ecosystem - should be comparative data from Washington State
Baseline data, trends (i.e. what areas are fished out?)
Give an indicator of an area's health
Show habitat destruction, pollution, ferry wash, siltation, mitigation, etc.

S U M M A R Y O F G E N E R A L POINTS
FROM TABLE DISCUSSIONS:
Non-government data sources - First Nations, fishers (industry and sport
fishing), local information - are not fully considered
Facilitate information flow (Canada/US, user groups, researchers)
and enhance accessibility
Lack of data is not a valid rationale for lack of action
The SGI marine region is dynamic - comprehensive mapping, including lifestage histories, interrelationships, etc., is needed (look at broader area - "The
Salish Sea")
Define MPA objectives and what "values" are to be protected - then we can
identify what we are trying to protect and focus information gathering
Identify the scale and reliability of this data
It could be dangerous to publicize certain data (i.e. poaching)
Don't automatically exclude places that are not as well studied
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S m a l l G r o u p Discussion :
Identification of Values, Interests
and Priorities for Establishing
M P A s in the Southern Gulf Islands
Facilitator: Colin Rankin
Group Leaders: Bill Wareham, Joe Truscott, Keith Symington, Robyn Wark, Carolyn
Stewart, Nora Layard, Dan Moore

Having learned about the MPA process, government programs, information systems, and
non-government MPA initiatives, the afternoon group session sought participant's feedback
on the following questions related to marine values, stakeholder involvement and the MPA
process:
1)

W h a t is at risk that would benefit from the establishment of MPAs, what
are your priorities, and why?

2)

W h a t kind of involvement in the MPA process for the Southern Gulf
Islands would accommodate your interests, who else needs to be
involved, and how?

3)

W h a t specific actions can we take?

Below is a summary of the main points from the discussion tables. In order to fairly
represent the input of all participants, detailed flip-chart notes from each table are available in Appendix III.

MAIN P O I N T S F R O M TABLE

1) At Risk
• Consider the entire Southern Gulf Islands ecosystem as "at risk"
• Overall marine biodiversity at all levels - genetic, species and ecosystem
• Long-term sustainable exploitation of local fishery resources, particularly non-migratory fish and shellfish
• Traditional ways of life
• Habitat areas - eelgrass meadows, kelp beds, spawning sites, etc.
• The concept of MPAs as a marine conservation tool is at risk - despite indications that they work, the idea is still a
"tough sell" to industry and is generally unknown to the public
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2 ) Priorities
Mitigate existing impacts
Utilize MPAs as complement to fisheries management - ecosystem approach
Make entire system an "MPA" and then decide based on best available science and full consultation what areas can
be used and how
Define MPA objectives and selection criteria - need guidelines to compare candidate sites
Designate pilot areas for MPA research - "learn by doing"
Understand targets, aims and common goals
Use local knowledge
Research - species interactions, determine threats
Protect representative examples of all Southern Gulf Island marine ecosystems

3) I n v o l v e m e n t
Process must be multi-stakeholder and inclusive - early consultation with commercial users
Include First Nations to fullest extent possible
Partnerships between conservation groups, industry and First Nations
- find mutually agreeable means of involvement
Umbrella organization for MPA action committee

4) Action
Determine long-term strategy for use of MPAs in region
Designate pilot areas
Create a formalized regional MPA advisory boards with representatives from communities, fishers, other resource
users and conservationists
Educate public on marine conservation issues in the Southern Gulf
Improve marine monitoring, data (community, fisher, First Nations information)
Create information sharing mechanisms between government programs and local initiatives, to link into the overall
MPA Strategy as it evolves
Collect anecdotal evidence as soon as possible
MPA coalition among NGOs in the Southern Gulf
Identify fished out areas and seek voluntary compliance for MPA, as in San Juan Islands
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SUMMARY OF GENERAL POINTS
FROM TABLE DISCUSSIONS:
Local participation and initiation are vital for success, local processes
should move ahead now
Identify potential MPAs and consult with user groups - determine levels
of extractive activities and conservation impacts
Prioritize ecosystems that are feasible to protect i.e those that are not
polluted or have few fisheries interests
Protect tidal areas (i.e. Porlier Pass, Active Pass)
Stop deep water dumping, dredging and trawling in the region
Stop poaching (e.g abalone)
Support consultation of fishers by DFO in developing fisheries
management plans
Support treaty settlement process and work towards marine conservation partnerships between NGOs and First Nations
MPA objectives have to be first clearly defined
Identify no-discharge areas (from boats) and work into MPA network
Populations with long life cycles (e.g groundfish) would best benefit
from no-take
Work towards protection of ecosystem function, rather than species-byspecies
Although their is a need to fill knowledge gaps, don't get bogged down in
scientific defenses for MPAs - need to be creative, take action, be
flexible and learn by doing
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Next Steps for Building Partnerships to
Advance MPAs in the Southern Gulf Islands
Robyn Addison, Islands Trust
Sabine Jessen, CPAWS / WWF Canada

Wrap-Up Discussion
Moderators: Robyn Addison and Sabine Jessen

R E V I E W OF O B J E C T I V E S
Robyn Addison reviewed the workshop objectives outlined on the agenda. The objectives
were met in the following ways:
1.

To provide an overview of the role of Marine Protected Areas and
their contribution to marine conservation efforts.

Scott Wallace. Vancouver Aquarium, provided data on the increased size and number of
resident fish species in no-take areas and surrounding.
MikeKaill. San Juan County Marine Resources Committee, described scientific research
identifying the impact of protected areas around San Juan.
Mary-Lou Mills. Washington State Fish and Wildlife, provided data on increased fish
density and egg production in two MPAs in Washington State.
Bill Wareham, Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, described successful MPA experiences in Costa Rica.
2.

To identify jurisdictional arrangements affecting the identification, establishment
and management of Marine Protected Areas in BC.

Bill HenwoodL Parks Canada and Pacific Marine Protected Areas Working Group, explained
in detail the jurisdictions and programs underway by the Federal and Provincial agencies for
establishing MPAs.
Sabine Jessen. Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, described jurisdictional arrangements in BC, designation tools for MPAs, current status, gaps and opportunities.
Carolyn Stewart. Islands Trust Fund, outlined the function and activities of the Trust Fund in
the marine environment.
Robyn Addison. Islands Trust, described the function, structure and activities of Islands
Trust Council and local trust committees in marine protection.
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3.

To review existing information on marine resources values in the Southern Gulf
Islands.

The BC Land Use Coordination Office provided thematic mapping on marine resources for
the review of participants. These were used as a basis for group discussion on irrformation
needs and sources, as well as the identification of additional marine values and areas of
interest.

4.

To identify and acknowledge participants' values and priorities for protection.

Group sessions provided opportunities for participants to identify marine values at risk in the
region, and action required to protect priorities. Some specific areas of interest were identified for further study. The local initiatives session provided information on values identified
by local groups and the action being taken to protect specific areas.

5.

To develop mechanisms for the compilation and sharing of information regarding
the marine environment and marine resource values in the region.

It was suggested that if local groups began the process of identifying key areas around their
islands from local information this could be provided to the MPA Strategy as a base for
subsequent discussions.
The formation of an email discussion list, administered by NGOs involved with MP As in the
region, was identified as a means to improve information sharing and to efficiently collect
and compile non-government data.
A need to find ways for local groups, individuals and resource users to collectively monitor
and enforce MP As was identified.

6.

To build partnership for advancing MPAs in the Southern Gulf Islands.

The formation of a Southern Gulf Islands MPA coalition was identified as a means to
advance MP As in the Southern Gulf Islands. A number of ideas were discussed in regard to
a regional MPA advisory board, established to ensure the variety of interests in the region be
involved at the community planning level. A concern was raised that there be acknowledgment that political borders have little meaning in the marine environment and the "Salish
Sea" should be considered for protection and include mutual interests in Washington State
andBC.
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DISCUSSION FROM THE FLOOR
Aaron Tinker {Marine Conservation Biology Institute): We all need to share in the pain
of the process. There have been examples, such as the proposed Northwest Marine Sanctuary, where the process has been killed by niceness. The momentum can die while trying to
get every user group to agree.
John Myers (Denman Island Conservancy): I am disappointed in some of the conflict with
grassroots ideas, and would like to see an umbrella statement from government, like "the
entire Georgia Basin will be a marine study area". Then local groups could decide on their
interests and work out the details of their involvement.
Christine Keyt (University of Washington): In Washington State, there were so many
involved, but when it gets down to MPA decisions, interests became snagged and the process
stalled. Political will is needed to put things into action, and grassroots efforts are key.
John Myers: Let's think about the Georgia Basin for example. There will be 6 million
people in 12 years. We don't have time on our side - look at growth areas like the Sea of
Japan to see what might happen to us if we don't do something now. Local organizations
and communities can deal with the smaller sites but need guidance for the larger picture.
Hugh Greenwood {Salt Spring Sailing Club): It would be helpful to have the contact
names and addresses of those from above who we can put pressure on.
Jim Barlow {Parks Canada): People at high levels of government are working hard on
MPAs. There is cooperation and good will between levels of government, and an MPA
Strategy is coming out soon. One suggestion I have is to stay involved and become engaged
in the consultation process. In order to create the political will we need an MPA strategy
and support for the strategy. We need to make sure local politicians are informed. There is
a time for writing, but it is best to be strategic in picking battles.
Tony Law {Islands Trust - Hornby Island): How will you keep communication links with
NGOs?
Jim Barlow: Workshops like this. I see a harmony of your interests with those of First
Nations, and this could be something to explore in future workshops. Parks Canada and
other agencies will look at this workshop, incorporate its key messages, and it will help
shape our consultation process. There are many representatives of the NGO community
here, and the proceedings and participants list will be useful.
Tony Law: We should think about setting another session where areas, including those
suggested, could be linked more comprehensively, and ideas can be explored.
Hugh Greenwood: It would be better to look holistically (i.e. Georgia Basin) in doing the
MP As.
Paul LeBIond {Galiano Conservancy): There is a need for umbrella legislation and to use
interim protection in specific areas. These areas could then have follow-up throughout the
process. Will there be interim protection in the MPA strategy?
Bill Henwood {Parks Canada): Yes and no. It's is being discussed, but it is a question of
what form.
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RESOLUTION
Bev Bullen, of the Victoria Natural History Society, suggested that participants collectively
pass the following resolution, as a means to move forward immediately on MP As:

W
W
W;

hereas, nothing has happened in the last ten years.

hereas, 1998 is the International Year of the Ocean.

e, the Southern Gulf Islands MPA Group, move that the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans immediately grant interim protection on a "no-take" basis of all marine
invertebrate and vertebrate species in the following areas:

Portland Island
- out to 100 metres or the 20 fathom depth, whichever is more practical
Trincomali Channel off Galiano Island
- as defined by the Galiano Conservancy Association's MPA proposal
Hornby Island
- particularly with respect to cod fishing off St. John's Point

Note: Although this resolution was indicative of the overall opinion of participants that the
time is now for real action on MPAs, there was no subsequent discussion, suggesting that the
group was not yet completely comfortable with nominating and lobbying for specific sites.
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FINAL COMMENTS
Sabine Jessen, CPAWS-BC
As we wrap up this weekend workshop today, I leave with a sense of optimism, that here in
the Southern Gulf Islands we will be able to move forward together, and achieve protection
of the spectacular, and vulnerable marine environment which surrounds us here. The general
support for marine protected areas that has been expressed by so many of you over the past
two days, together with the energy and enthusiasm with which you have approached the
discussions this weekend, and knowing the skill and dedication which you islanders bring to
the protection of your local environment, give me great confidence in our ability to move
forward
So where do we do from here? First we need to turn your frustration at the slow rate of
government progress on MP As into action. I do not need to remind you that if this program is
going to succeed, it will need political commitment, which to date has been sadly lacking. And
as we all know, political commitment is built in part upon the vocal demands made by constituents - by you - members of the voting public.
It is my strong belief that each and every one of you must leave here today committed to
writing two letters: one to Premier Glen Clark, and the other to Prime Minister Chretien.
They need to hear that they must deliver on previous commitments to establish MPAs, and
they need to do it NOW. They need to hear your concerns about the lack of attention being
paid by both governments to marine conservation issues. And they must be told that political
rhetoric is not enough - we want action, and we want it now. In order for marine conservation
efforts to truly advance, they need to make sure that they allocate staff and financial resources
to do the job. Currently, there are a small number of dedicated government staff working on
MP As within a number of federal and provincial agencies. Their efforts in moving things
forward, however, are being hampered by a lack of political commitment.
I can think of a few specific steps and needs with respect to MP As in the Southern Gulf
Islands. On the political front, we need to see the National Marine Conservation Area legislation passed in Parliament. As promised in the 1995 Pacific Marine Heritage Legacy
agreement between BC and Canada, the feasibility study for a National Marine Conservation
Area in the Southern Strait of Georgia must finally begin. At the bureaucratic level, we need
to see cooperation between federal and provincial agencies on the MPA Strategy. Locally,
we need to raise awareness about MP As in the communities, and work to gain public support
for them. More than anything else, we need to have communities and stakeholders become
involved at the initial stages for MPA establishment and taking ownership of the process through the collection of local information, canvassing of values, and input and feedback on
what an ecosystem-based approach to MPA establishment in the region should look like, and
how we can get there collectively.
CPAWS and WWF Canada want to help in coordinating such local initiatives. It has been a
pleasure to have participated in this workshop, and to meet and hear from so many enthusiastic individuals. We are very much looking forward to working together with you all in advancing MPAs for the region. Thank you for attending.
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Appendix I : Update on the Federal /
Provincial MPA Strategy
In August, 1998, the federal and provincial governments jointly released the discussion paper
"Marine Protected Areas: A Strategy for Canada's Pacific Coast.
The MPA Strategy proposes three important elements:
1.

A joint federal-provincial approach: All relevant federal and provincial agencies will work
collaboratively to exercise their authorities to protect marine areas.
2. Shared decision-making with the public: Commits government agencies to employ an
inclusive, shared decision-making process with marine stakeholders, First Nations, coastal
communities, and the public.
3. Building a comprehensive system: Seeks to build an extensive system of protected areas
by the year 2010 through a series of coastal planning processes.
All Marine Protected Areas under the Strategy would:
1. Be defined in law
2. Protect all or a portion of the elements within a particular marine environment
3. Ensure minimum protection standards prohibiting: ocean dumping; dredging; and the
exploration for, or development of, non-renewable resources
Under the proposed Strategy, the establishment of a system of MPAs would serve six
objectives:
1.

To contribute to the protection of marine biodiversity, representative ecosystems and special
natural features
2. To contribute to the conservation and protection of fishery resources and their habitats
3. To contribute to the protection of cultural heritage resources and encourage understanding
and appreciation
4. To provide opportunities for recreation and tourism
5. To provide scientific research opportunities and support the sharing of traditional knowledge
6. To enhance efforts for increased education and awareness
Guiding Principles for MPA Development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Working with people
Respecting First Nations and the treaty process
Fostering ecosystem-based management
Leaming-by-doing
Taking a precautionary approach
Managing for sustainability
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Planning Regions for MPAs
For the purposes of establishing an MPA system, six planning regions have been identified:
1. The North Coast
2. The Queen Charlotte Islands
3. The Central Coast
4. The West Coast of Vancouver Island
5. The Strait of Georgia
6. The Offshore
It is proposed that a network of MPAs would be developed through coastal planning processes
carried out at a number of different levels. These may range from comprehensive processes
that plan for a variety of resource uses and activities, to processes which focus on planning for
very specific purposes or for the resolution of defined issues.
The coastal planning processes are to be collaborative planning efforts, consistent with both the
federal objectives for Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) and provincial objectives for
coastal zone planning.
Pilot Marine Protected Areas
Pilot MPAs have been proposed to test and explore a number of applications including:
partnering and cooperative management opportunities and mechanisms; criteria for evaluating
proposed MPAs; and coordination among agencies or governments involved in the development
of the MPA Strategy.
Areas that have been proposed as pilot MPAs by community and stakeholder groups include
Gabriola Passage, Race Rocks Ecological Reserve, the Bowie Seamount and the Endeavour
Segment Hydrothermal Sea Vents.
The primary goal for pilot projects is to provide an opportunity to learn and test different
applications of MPA identification, assessment, legal designation, and management. Upon
completion of the pilots, formal designation may or may not occur depending on the desire of
local communities and First Nations, as well as stakeholders and the public.
For More Information on the MPA Strategy
The preceding information is a summary only. The complete MPA Strategy document includes
information on MPA identification, assessment and recommendation, interim management
guidelines, as well as outlining specific issues/questions for public input (for example, the
question of MPA targets).
If you do not already have a copy, please contact either of the following agencies:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
450 - 555 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 5G3
Telephone: (604) 666-1089
Fax: (604) 666-4211
or visit www.luco.gov.bc.ca

BC Land Use Coordination Office
PO Box 9426 Stn. Prov. Govt.
Victoria, BC V8W 9V1
Telephone: (250) 356-7723
Fax: (250) 953-3481
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Appendix II : Marine Information Land Use Coordination Office (LUCO)
The Land Use Coordination Office has designed and implemented a Coastal Resource
Management System for resource management, conservation and planning. Key components of
this system include a resource inventory program and the analysis of this information for
conservation, planning and resource management.
LUCO initiated a comprehensive inventory program in 1990 to create a corporate coastal
information resource and human use data set. The information is categorized into four major
classes: physical, biological, human use and special status. The Province has been systematically
collecting and assembling this information into a corporate information set for different regions of
the Province. It has been used for a number of applications including a marine ecological
classification for British Columbia, oil spill response and planning, environmental assessment and
coastal zone planning.
The information presented at this workshop is part of this comprehensive corporate resource
inventory. The collection and assembly of the information was part of a joint project funded by
the Province and Burrard Clean Operations. The following list is an overview of the various
resources collected by the LUCO in the Southern Gulf Islands Region.

Biophysical and H u m a n Use Resources for the Southern Strait of Georgia

Biological Resources
Birds
Eel grass
Kelp
Invertebrates
Herring Spawn
Salmon Streams
Shore associated mammals
Marine mammals

Main Information Source
CWS, MELP, DFO, RBCM
DFO
DFO, CHS, MAFF
DFO, MAFF
DFO
DFO, MELP
MELP
DFO, VA, MMRG

Physical Resources
Physical shoreline mapping
Salinity, temperature, primary productivity, currents
Substrate, relief, wave exposure, bathymetry
Nearshore habitat mapping

Main Information Source
LUCO
LUCO
LUCO, CHS
LUCO

.
.
___
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Human Use Acitivics
Tourism features/facilities
Commercial fisheries (invertebrate)
Commercial fisheries (vertebrate)
Salmon aquaculture
Shellfish aquaculture
Fish processors
Other recreational harvesting
Marinas and small craft harbours
Coastal cruising
Scuba diving
Ferry routes
Log booming and sorting
Marine transportation industries
Communities
Capability for finfish aquaculture
Capability for shellfish aquaculture
Foreshore leases
Sport fisheries
Airports

Main Information Source
SBCT
LUCO, DFO
LUCO, DFO
MAFF
MAFF
LUCO, MAFF
LUCO, DFO
LUCO, DFO, SBTC
CHS
SBTC
SBTC
MELP
LUCO, SBTC, MELP
SBTC, MELP
MAFF
MAFF
MELP
LUCO, DFO
TC

Special Status Areas
Archaeology and heritage sites
Protected Areas
Recreation sites
Indian Reserves
Department of Defense

Main Information Source
SBTC
LUCO
FOR
LUCO, MELP
TC

Abbreviations
AAF
CHS
CWS
DFO
FOR
LUCO
MAFF
MELP
MMRG
RBCM
SBTC
TC
VA

BC Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Canadian Wildlife Service
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
BC Ministry of Forests
BC Land Use Coordination Office
BC Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food
BC Ministry of the Environment, Lands and Parks
Marine Mammal Research Group
Royal British Columbia Museum
BC Ministry of Small Business, Tourism and Culture
Transport Canada
Vancouver Aquarium

If you have any questions, please contact Don Howes at the Land Use Coordination Office at
250-356-5450. Further information on various LUCO coastal initiatives can be viewed at the
LUCO web site: www.gis.luco.goy.bc.ca.
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Appendix III :
Small Group Discussions:
Table Notes
Flip Chart Notes - N o v e m b e r 30 t h , 1997
MORNING

SESSION

TABLEA

INFORMATION NEEDS
• Ecological values - Breeding and feeding areas.
• Recreation values.
• Other resource users - e.g. Fishing.

KEY POINTS / S O U R C E S
•
•
•
•
•

Need accurate information.
Need to identify what we are trying to protect so can focus information gathering.
Need to compile information from a range of sources - eg: governmental, scientists, and community.
Challenge for community groups to obtain government information.
Challenge getting local input into government inventories
-very useful, but time + resource consuming; need solutions.
• Useful to compile a directory of different government and communrty groups who may hold this information (Islands
Trust Fund may be working on this).
• Places that we have studied most are most likely to be nominated as MPAs. There may be other important areas, but
without detailed information or advocates.

Table B

INFORMATION NEEDS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accurate data identifying threats
Local/site specific information
Traditional use studies (ethnographic histories)
Trend data (big void)
Bird data (as indicator)
Baseline data

Southern Gulf

Islands

Marine

Protected

Areas

SOURCES
Traditional (anecdotal) ecological knowledge (especially First Nations)
Consultation with local (long term residents) and native groups
Industry data
University libraries
Bird count data (indicator)
Harvesting organizations
Recreational divers, naturalists, fishers

COMPILATION/PRESENTATION
Need for data clearing house (Gulf Authority?)
Comparing data from other marine regions
vNeed comprehensive mapping of the whole Salish Sea

TABLEC
INFORMATION

NEEDS

Physical - eg: ferry wash effects, siltation, pollutants, erosion, nutrients, toxins.
Biota - eg: impact of predators/prey, relationships with changing populations
Sewage information

INFORMATION

SOURCES

First Nations
Local/long term residents
Harvesting organizations
vRecreational divers, naturalists, fishers (use their existing data, even if it's not totally unbiased).

TABLED

INFORMATION
Outside M.P.As

NEEDS

- effects of effluent (eg: Crofton, Plumper Sound)
- monitoring... of illegal activity, and enforcement
Sediment quality - eg: take core samples to look at prior levels of contaminants
- good historical and baseline data
- information from First Nations
- use past resources

Workshop
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SOURCES
• Inventory of marine environment:
-sources: user groups, universities, internet (eg: something similar to the Sensitive
Ecosystems Inventory), theses
- what's there, what wasn't there 10, 20 years ago (eg: introduction of exotic species).
• Compile information from:
-land use companies or offices
- science from government DFO, and universities, NGOs (eg: Cowichan Conservency)
- local knowledge
- Coastal Resource Inventory Study
- harvesters
• Clarification of roles of government, NGOs, and First Nations
• What system to use?
-how to assign value to species, communities, resources, ecosystem processes (eg: charismatic
megafauna vs. worm!)

COMPILATION
• Presentation of information, credibility of information sources, criteria
-internet to be available to general public
• Criteria: what makes an area special or sensitive?
-rare, threatened, or endangered species/ecosystems
-areas of high biodiversity
-areas sensitive to change
-uniqueness
-refuges, breeding and foraging areas
-unique abiotic features
-use impact, threat of development, urgency
-recreational use
-subsistence use areas
-asthetic and spiritual value
-resource potential - aquaculture
-aboriginal concerns, First Nations use

TABLEE
INFORMATION

NEEDS

clear objectives of what you are trying to achieve with an MPA
issue of how information will be used
confidentiality (best thing we can do for conservation is NOT to tell people where we (dive fishers) go)
commercial fisheries map is inaccurate

CONCERNS
restrictions may make it more difficult for marine/salmon enhancement to do their work
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pollution is biggest problem
raw sewage, storm water run-off, Fraser River plume, ocean dumping of dredged pollutants
restricting fisheries to rebuild stocks pointless if seal + sea lions cannot be kept out
large-scale disruption of bottom material not an acceptable way of harvesting
commercial dive fisheries presently regulated to meet conservation needs

TABLEF
Values/resources not shown
-fish - additional species needed
-birds - add heron, geoducks, urchins, sea cucumbers
-invertebrates - non-resource species (eg: cloud sponges)
-introduced species (eg: varnish clams)
-nutrient information

SOURCES
Additional sources need to be used (including commercial fishers (need lists/contacts), DFO, historic studies/data,
UBC zoology camp, local shell collectors, First Nations)
Addition of kelp beds/ eelgrass (SSI)
Cowichan First Nation and others as source for information
Reference points on information (what's High vs. Low)

O T H E F POINTS
Include maps of historical areas (missing resources, eg: humpback whale, abalone.
Health/diversity of areas, and changes in this
Issues:
-not all information should be shown (potential for poaching, etc..)
-increased population on beaches and harvesting
Need to establish "value' (both economic and non-economic)
Need to identify scale, reliability, etc...

AFTERNOON

SESSION

TABLEA
tourism potential of MPA
-resource management: problems of increasing dive tourism
fishers and divers are the eyes and ears of oceans

PTIOTITIES
preserve resources for future generations
-resources and wildlife market: MPAs and how it is property implemented
-kayaking, marine trail, notion of MPAs excluding activities
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-island residents: environmental interest and impact of recreation
Boat traffic
Student involvement - for education, and new generation will be managers
-shoreline, intertidal, special ecosystems
-awareness of degradation
-leam respect
Prefer large areas over small pockets of MPAs
-research specific species interactions, feed cycles, etc...
-diver is eyes of the ocean

ACTIONS
• Feed-back from:

-commercial fishers
-users of area (eg: recreational divers)
-total, unbiased statistics
• Create protective area: before, not after, research is done
-don't slow the process; be proactive
-use existing logs of research dives, cumulative information
• Coordinate the existing data: -into areas of special interest
-to protect unique, special areas now so they can be revitalized (eg: Whytecliff Park)
-access dive logs
-call out for existing accumulated data

TABLEB
PRIORITIES
statistics not accurate (census, population growth); development based on inaccurate impact data?
mutations
population and land impact, over-population
trace marine life, gather data

ISSUES
how much to preserve
stewardship
preserve-zoned-on maps (Cdn. Hydrographic)-law
locals - eyes + ears of public, i.e. like a block watch
zoned, honor system
report violations
education
resource user - police and provide data
long term vested interest.
government facilitator, marine practices code
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TABLEC
AT RISK
• Sea bottom is becoming a desert
• Livelihoods
• Marine biodiversity

PRIORITIES
range of values / what's important - need to protect things that can be threatened by humans
identify all pollution
holistic - look at big area
zone to least impact - permissive
consensus of stakeholders
community - aboriginals
funding support for NGOs, research, industry

ISSUES/ACTION
gypsum dump: sewage outflows, foreign substances
how we can control outside influences (pulp mills)
strategy for protection(volunteer wardens) needs to be in place before area established.
public needs to know how to report things to (they are the eyes we need to enforce)
will require money (also for buy-outs)
work towards interim measures
difficulties getting consensus from consultation
go to user groups and ask them what they think needs to occur ~ problem solving
get buy-in on objectives - shared goal
info-clearing use
action-media-coverage

TABLED
Have we identified correctly all pollution
use the rumor mills that exist on islands

-meetings like this in each community
-discussion groups, cannot afford to tread lightly

Education is necessary -define our terms
zone to make least impact (how permissive is an area?)
try to lessen existing impacts
Determining impacts (eg: by boats going by, divers, dumping, fisheries)

PRIORITIES/ISSUES
Consensus of stakeholders, community, First Nations

-zoning for ferries, etc...
-management unit and who manages.
-how much to preserve
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support sustainable harvesting
Mooring buoys
Stewardship
mapping = great - esp. participatory mapping - non-threatening

ACTIONS
youth involvement!!
public information & education
stop destructive harvesting practices - dragging, destructive gear
form multi-stakeholder sub-committee of MPA strategy (regional?)

TABLE E
A T RISK
• we have a compromised environment
• we know underwater environment just isn't what used to be
• ecosystem function

PRIORITIES
• report infractions - eyes + ears phone it in
• need to decide what MPA
• $$ for enforcement ???

ACTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

each area / jurisdiction could form a council
rumour mill on islands - use it
meetings like this in each community
discussion groups. Can't afford to tread lightly
education is necessary
define our terms
try to reduce existing impacts
determine impacts of boating, dumping, fishing, etc.
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Appendix IV : Marine Protected Areas
in the Southern Gulf Islands - A Value
and Component-Based Approach
Michael Dunn, Mayne Island Naturalists
Introduction
It is important to recognize that any attempts to identify approaches to the selection of protected
areas, whether terrestrial or marine, must be initially impartial in the development of the
knowledge base to be used. Once achieved, then the various "interest filters" can be applied to
start listing of potential areas for consideration. These interest filters can be from the national,
provincial, regional and community levels. The approach put forward in this paper attempts to
put together a hierarchical set of components which define the Gulf Islands marine environment,
at least from the perspective of the author. The paper also recommends a strategic approach to
selection or aggregation of values which could be represented by a network of MPAs.
On a final note, there are two key philosophies which must be understood before going past the
components identification phase. They are:
•
•

Is the envisioned network to be one which represents a selection of the most valued
components of the Gulf islands?; or
Is the envisioned network to be one which conserves the key components of the Gulf
Islands ecosystem?

While the results of each of these philosophies can be different, there is no reason why a
combination of the two could not be undertaken. This is particularly important when trying to
meet various use objectives (for instance, recreational, seasonal or restrictive resource uses).
Context - the First Level
The question one needs to ask here is:
What is it about this region of Canada that makes it distinct from other regions and what are the
things that people who live or visit here value about this region?
The first part of this question can be addressed by what we know about the Gulf Islands and their
marine environment. The second part of this question is not so easy to define and is the product
of the somewhat personal views, interests and experiences of the people. This paper will set out
a framework for the first part and pose some general observations on the second.
Framework - The Components
Climate - expressed as temperature and precipitation, is relatively uniform for the Gulf Islands
though there are distinct microclimates within this uniformity such as south facing slopes and
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shorelines being generally warmer than other areas. The regional climate is perhaps the most
moderate in Canada - the 'Canadian Hawaiian Islands". Compared to the rest of coastal BC it is
the driest region.
This level of representation would be achieved by all areas, however, representation of the
microclimate variation should also be sought using other indicators (see below).
Geology- The region is nominated by sedimentary rocks of the Nanaimo Group (Saltspring
Island is a notable exception) and as such provides some of the distinct features people
associate with this region. It is the most significant part of the BC coast with sedimentary rocks
controlling its form. The differential erosion patterns, the glacial sculpturing and the marine
history have also contributed to the modification of this region's shores and submarine features.
Certainly conservation and recreation goals for this region's shores and submarine features can
be met at all scales. Again it is important to look at the variability within the geology for the rest
of the set of features to be considered as part of the Gulf Islands geologic character. For
instance, it is known that the pitting or gallery formations of the sandstone are associated with
south facing shorelines; that there is distinct linearity in the bedrock ridges which give rise to
interesting submerged reef formations and, that the total shoreline of the islands south of
Galiano is approximately 554 kilometers of which most is characterized as bedrock terrace, ramp
or cliff. Soft shorelines of sand or gravel are uncommon (except for the Sidney and James
Island glacio-marine features), likely less than 10% of the total shoreline. Submarine rock
features such as walls, caves, crevices and terraces would also be important variants of this
grouping.
Water Depths - The areas overlying waters can be grouped into various depth categories which
have significance to water temperatures and light penetration that leads ultimately to variations
in biological productivity and specialized species assemblages. For illustrative purposes one
could choose three categories - < 50 meters, 50-100 meters (maximum depth for diving birds)
and > 100 meters.
Tides and Current -The area has two high tides per day and as such the narrow channels
between the islands are swept by cool oceanic waters. At this level there are two general water
bodies that could be distinguished - those influenced by the Fraser River waters, particularly
during the summer months, and those influenced by the daily tidal flushing of more oceanic
waters. It is possible to delineate two general zones from this observation. It should be noted
that the shorelines influenced by Fraser run-off also contain in most instances the more popular
swimming beaches (water temperature is more tolerable), so should be borne in mind. The
cooler waters are generally to the west of the main outer islands and the temperature does not
seem to vary significantly over the year. Again, variability can be found from low flushing
embayments to tidal rapids in narrow channels and all should be considered, particularly the tida
rapids (another distinguishing feature of the region). Localized areas of upwelling and backeddies would also be important to identify for their contributions to regional biological
productivity.
Marine substrates - This would include low gradient intertidal sand and mudflats as well as
bottom sediments from gravel to sand to mud and mixtures of them all. Rocky intertidal areas
would be another variant of this component. Generalized information is available on the
distribution of these sediments. While invisible to most observers, marine substrates do control
somewhat the distribution of certain marine organisms. Rare, but very important, features to
include would be lagoonal and estuarine environments.
Terrestrial vegetation - The region is part of the Coastal Douglas fir zone and includes the
smaller subzone of Garry oak grassland. The vegetation associations in this zone include
species found nowhere else in Canada and are a product of the moderate and relatively dry
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climate. Most of the recent acquisitions for the Pacific Marine Heritage Legacy have focused on
examples of these rare associations of plant communities. The area has been well documented
in this respect. The juxtaposition of the vegetation on coastal bluffs with the sculptured
sandstone shore is certainly one of the visions which attract people to the region.
Marine vegetation - Comparable understanding of the marine vegetation and its relative
uniqueness is not well documented. Nonetheless, kelp forest associated with submerged reefs
and rocks, Fucus dominated intertidal areas, eelgrass beds and areas having diverse algal
species assemblages would be the types of features to be identified. Also to be included are the
intertidal and upper tidal vegetation zones.
Marine wildlife - While some of these species are migratory and seasonal in their occurrence
within the Gulf Islands region, there are areas which at this point in time seem to have recurrent
use by a variety of these more mobile species. This would include areas frequented by Orca
whales, grey whales, porpoises, dolphins, California sealions, Stellaris sealions, Northern Fur
seals and harbour seals. This would, of course, include the well known haul-outs for some of
these species. Other smaller, mostly marine, mammals which should be considered are mink
and river otter.
Marine birds - The region has a rich marine bird assemblage which at certain times of the year
can represent significant percentages of total world populations of some species. This area is
predominantly a key wintering area for marine birds with highest concentrations and diversity of
species associated with the tidal channels, soft bottoms, shellfish areas (particularly the blue
mussel) and areas used for spawning or schooling (herring and sandlance). Bird colonies and
areas used by marine-associated birds such as the Great Blue heron, bald eagles, osprey and
kingfishers would also need to be included.
Fish and Shellfish areas - Perhaps the most difficult to assess in a comprehensive manner due
to the incomplete knowledge and mobility of some of the species. Regardless, factors such as
site fidelity of species, whether sessile or not, migratory, and life cycle characteristics need to be
addressed. From this, one should be able to assess areas of potential or actual use of rearing,
spawning and feeding. Sessile organisms such as clams, oysters, mussels and barnacles as well
as areas supporting other molluscan species (limpets, chitons, snails, etc.) would be another
level of information. Assemblages of other marine organisms such as anemones, sea
cucumbers, sea stars, urchins, polychaete worms and the like also contribute to the identity of
the region's marine environment. Crabs and other crustacean use areas represent another
possible grouping. Common assemblages, not just rare or unique should also be considered.
Funneling areas for migratory fish as well as concentrations of less migratory fish also need to be
part of this component.
Rarity, endangerment and endemism - Applies to all the classes of biological organisms in the
region. Would include their supporting habitats.
Rarity, uniqueness and scientific interest- Applies to all classes of mostly physical features.
For instance, estuarine areas are relatively rare in the Gulf Islands.

Level Two - Some Values
Recreation - This is where combinations of the biological and physical features give rise to a
variety of human endeavors - both consumptive and non-consumptive. The question is why are
certain combinations of these features most attractive? This is where both values and
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perspectives come into play. For instance, an area which has a reoccurring assemblage of
migratory birds would be highly valued by people who birdwatch, while an area with a high
probability of producing a successful catch of fish or harvest of shellfish would be very highly
valued by sportfishers and recreational harvesters. Other factors such as relatively sheltered
waters, diversity of shoreline features, quiet, low human presence areas, anchorages, high
underwater visibility and haul-out areas would be highly valued by kayakers, SCUBA divers,
power and sail boaters. These groups may have very different perspectives on the attraction of
the region for their recreational pursuits. Areas of diverse intertidal life would be valued for
nature study and exploration, while sandy beaches would be valued by the swimming public
especially those areas influenced by the warmed Fraser River discharge. Divers have a whole
different perspective on what is valuable and probably are in a unique position to actually
envision the subsurface environment. Features of value could include walls, reefs, caves, and
terraces, as well as their associated flora and fauna. Wrecks and other historical features are
also important. Ecotourism for this region is generally predicted on the most visible and
marketable symbols which include the large marine mammals (Killer whales and sealions),
assemblages of marine birds, pristine waters and scenic shorelines.
Commerce - Commercial use of the marine environment is another valued component to be
addressed. This includes all the fish and shellfish commercial sectors as well as the aquaculture
sitings.
Historical - The region has a rich maritime history which from the marine side would include
wreck sites, place names, intercultural exchange sites, and most significantly, the lighthouses. It
can be confidently assumed that each island will have its share of maritime history to contribute
to this component.
Cultural - Used in this sense is the pre-contact cultural history of the First Nations living and
using this area. Because of the different traditions and priorities of the indigenous people, it can
be assumed that their knowledge of this region and what is significant in their context could be
quite different from other prevailing views. The sources would be the oral histories, localized
stories and the myths which give rise to feature names, places and phenomena important to that
particular group. Some of the culturally significant values that could be included from one
perspective are archaeological sites, ceremonial sites, sites which hold spiritual significance,
food harvesting areas and significant landmarks or sea features.

Conclusion
While this approach serves to break down the region into even smaller components which define
its marine character, it is somewhat artificial in that the marine ecosystem does not operate this
way. It is the interactions of these processes and features that truly provide the picture worth
protecting and I would submit that the first priority for identification is those areas where there is
maximum overlaps of the components identified.
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Appendix V : Information on Nongovernmental Organizations in the
Region

FACTS ABOUT REEF
We all know that the world's reefs are endangered and that many marine life populations
are experiencing serious decline. Defining the extent of the problem and evaluating management
solutions require a continual flow of accurate data tracking marine life populations. For example,
the effectiveness of catch and size limits, closed seasons, no-catch replenishment reserves, etc. to
sustain viable numbers is speculative without this data. THE BAD NEWS — Unfortunately, both the
scientific and marine management communities lack the personnel, time and funding to gather this
large volume of critical data. THE GOOD NEWS — Thousands of recreational divers have already
begun to help solve this serious problem by participating in REEF's fish survey program.
WHAT IS REEF? The Reef Environmental Education Foundation is a grass-roots, non-profit
(501c3) organization of recreational divers, founded in 1990, who systematically conduct fish
biodiversity and abundance surveys during their dives. The program is similar to the successful
Audubon bird watching counts.
HOW IS THE DATA GATHERED? When diving, volunteer REEF members take along an U/W
slate and record the names of all the different fish species they can positively identify and their
relative abundance. After the dive, they record their sightings on an easy-to-use computer scansheet
and return the completed form to REEF headquarters, individuals may take surveys whenever and
wherever they dive, which results in the widest possible coverage. REEF also organizes special
field survey groups to gather data at locations especially important to marine wildlife management
and conservation officials.
TRAINING: To prepare and improve their fish identification skills volunteers take courses from
their local dive retailer, dive resort or participate in a REEF Field Survey. REEF also regularly
conducts reef fish identification training programs for instructors (free of charge).
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE DATA? REEF personnel review the completed forms and forward
the sheets to the Marine Conservation Science Center at the University of Miami. There the
information is scanned into a sophisticated database program designed, specifically for marine life
management studies, by The Nature Conservancy for the REEF program. From this data, numerous
reports are produced tracking species distribution and population trends, for a specific reef to large
geographic regions.
The data is also accessible in various report forms on REEF's web site (http://www.reef.org).
Generalized information is available to the general public, however, more specific information can
be accessed by qualified marine life management personal and researchers using a password.
Volunteer surveyors can also access their personal life list of species sightings, an important perk
that keeps them excited with the program.

IS THE DATA ACCURATE & USEFUL? Yes! From the beginning, the program was designed
in conjunction with marine scientists from NOAA, the University of Miami and The Nature
Conservancy. For over two years, a team of marine ecologists and fisheries managers monitored

and carefully evaluated REEF's field methods and reporting procedures. Their study, published in
the Bulletin of Marine Science in 1996, confirmed that the collected data are of great value to the
scientific community.
REEF HISTORY & ACCOMPLISHMENTS: In the beginning REEF only recruited a small
number of volunteer recreational divers. The intention was to develop survey techniques, protocols,
data reporting procedures and database before involving large numbers of divers. Most important
during this development period was making certain the data collected was accurate, meaningful and
useful to the marine wildlife management community. 1996 was a pivotal year for REEF. By that
time survey methods, reporting procedures, computer scansheets and the database reached what are
today's accepted standards. In that same year the team of marine ecologists and fisheries managers
completed their evaluation of REEF's field methods and reporting procedures. Their report,
Analysis Of A Volunteer Method For Collecting Fish Presence And Abundance Data In The
Florida Keys, concludes that the data collected by REEF volunteers is meaningful and very useful
to the marine scientific and management communities. The first comprehensive report using REEF
collected data, Status of Reef Fishes in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, was also
published in 1996.
As a result of these successes, NOAA officials have asked REEF to provide the baseline data and
long-term monitoring for reef sites in the recently established Florida Keys NMS (National Marine
Sanctuary). The government issued REEF the first volunteer research permit to conduct studies
throughout the Sanctuary. REEF is also working with NOAA to monitor the Flower Garden Banks
NMS. Currently REEF is expanding its program to California where it is working in partnership
with Monterey Bay NMS, Channel Islands NMS, National Park Service, Marine Conservation
Network and Axnerican Oceans Campaign. The National Marine Fisheries Service is also very
interested in REEF's data, in fact one of their leading scientists, Dr. James Bohnsack, sits on the
REEF Board of Directors.
Several Caribbean island governments have also requested that REEF personnel be sent to their
islands to do base-line studies and train their personal in REEF's fish monitoring techniques. The
first base-line study of Bonaire's Marine Park was completed by REEF volunteers in November of
1995. In 1996 REEF began a series of fish population studies for the Dominican Republic's first
marine reserve. Today marine wildlife management officials from Belize to Cayman to the
Bahamas are putting REEF data and reports to good use.
To date REEF volunteers have put in more than 11,000 hours of survey time and have gathered
sighting and abundance data for 447 species of fishes at 897 sites throughout Florida, the Bahamas,
Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico. However, much, much more data needs to be collected to produce
accurate, broad pictures of the status offish biodiversity and populations over large geographic aras.
Continued monitoring is required to clearly track and interpret population trends.
With only minimal effort and promotion REEF's membership has grown to over 8,000. However,
many more volunteers are needed if REEF is to adequately provide the basic information required.
Every major dive publication, reaching hundreds of thousands of divers has agreed to publish one
major or more articles about REEF and promote REEF membership in 1997. Several have even

offered to insert membership application drop-cards. With this type of major promotion push,
REEF's volunteer membership should easily be in the tens of thousands by years end.
FUNDING: Membership in REEF for volunteers is free! This unique policy encourages and
promotes the participation of thousands of divers, but puts little in the coffer. Although REEF is a
lean cost-effective organization, it cannot escape the basic costs of management, membership
maintenance and support including our quarterly newsletter REEFNotes, organizing field surveys,
teaching fish identification instructor courses and other educational activities, data collection, input
and processing, data bank upgrading and maintenance, and most important, producing meaningful
reports for marine life management organization, scientific, governmental and conservation
communities.
In REEF's formative years funding was provided by conservation organizations, philanthropic
foundations and businesses such as The Nature Conservancy, the Elizabeth Ordway Dunn
Foundation, Curtis and Edith Munson Foundation, Henry Foundation, Norcross Wildlife
Foundation, IBM and Rodale's Scuba Diving. They knew that if a grass-roots organization such as
REEF was not formed to gather this essential data, it would never be accumulated. REEF continues
to receive funding from these organizations, but as it grows volunteer membership funding is
playing a more important role. Like many other environmental organizations, however, adequate
funding is a constant concern.

How Does It Work?
The Marine Reserve areas include
the VOLUNTARY bottomfish " N o Take"
zones. These zones can benefit bottomfish
populations by insuring that a portion

A Brief History of
the Program
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In M a r c h of 1 9 9 6 , the San Juan C o u n t y
Board of C o m m i s s i o n e r s , r e s p o n d i n g to
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p u b l i c c o n c e r n , identified a series of

reproduction. They w i l l also replenish
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m a r i n e resource p r o b l e m s a n d a p p o i n t e d
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fished areas, since larvae and juvenile fish
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the M a r i n e Resources C o m m i t t e e (MRC)

of the fish population is sheltered for

are free to move outside the protected
reserve areas. The d r a w i n g b e l o w shows
h o w this can happen. Bottomfish slocks
are in trouble in Washington State and
fishery managers, as w e l l as the public,
are aware that these long-lived fish
need a place where they can mature
and reproduce. Larger, older female
fish produce 200 times more eggs than
smaller, younger females. Bottomfish
recovery areas are essential to solve .
our bottomfish problems.

to look into possible solutions. Bottomfish

How You Can Help

recovery was identified as a t o p priority.
In San Juan County, " b o t t o m f i s h " can be

1 . Respect the bottomfish recovery areas as
identified on the map (inside brochure).
The fish you save today may produce a
catch for you in the future.

equated w i t h resident species of rockfish,
L i n g c o d , a n d C a b e z o n . T h e most c o m m o n
are the Q u i l l b a c k , Copper, a n d the Black
rockfish. By c o m p a r i n g fished and

2 . Help support our program. We, of the MRC,
are all volunteers trying to do something
about marine resource problems in our
county. Your donation and comments to
the MRC at the address below will help
us to continue this important project.
Please contact us for more information.

protected areas, it is possible to s h o w
w i t h some certainty that d e p l e t i o n of
these b o t t o m f i s h is d u e m a i n l y to h u m a n
fishing pressure a n d not to p r e d a t i o n or
p o l l u t i o n , since b o t t o m f i s h are larger,
and i n d i v i d u a l fish are larger, a n d m o r e
a b u n d a n t , in protected areas, w h i c h are

Larval Dispersal

The insert photograph o n the cover depicts

also subject to predation a n d p o l l u t i o n .

Puget Sound Rockhsh, w h i c h are used as
indicators of e n v i r o n m e n t a l c o n d i t i o n s .

The M R C held p u b l i c meetings o n each

These are not o r d i n a r i l y taken by fishers, but
are useful i n assessing overall habitat c o n d i t i o n s .

of the m a j o r islands to identify sites that
are n o w fished out, but w e r e o n c e very

For more information,
Non-Marine Reserve
Graphic/I.

Marine
Reserve

write:

p r o d u c t i v e . From this i n p u t , eight sites
w e r e selected for p r o t e c t i o n and recovery

Marine Resources Committee
350 Court Street
Friday Harbor, WA 98250

(please refer to m a p w i t h i n this brochure).

Bohnsack

It is important to remember that these
areas are V O L U N T A R Y " N o Take" zones.
This fishery enhancement program w i l l
succeed only through the g o o d w i l l of
fishers w h o realize the value of a l l o w i n g
spnwners to survive in protected areas.
The Edmonds Underwater Park, north of
Seattle, is a good example of a successful
MPA w h i c h has w o r k e d to increase the
number and size of fish inside the park.

Visit our website:
www.sanjuancounty.org/mrc/
e-mail: bfrc@sanjuancounty.org
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The zonb extent on
the shoreline w i l l be
indicated by significant
landmarks and signs
indicating direction.
" N o Take" refers t6 all
marine life forms, with the
exception of salmon. The zones all extend
from the shoreline to 1/4 mile offshore.
Graphic / Kelly Balrarenh-Barmk

VOLUNTARY NO-TAKE ZONES CLOSED TO BOTTOM FISHING
ZONE I- LAWRENCE POINT
Located on the east side of Ocas Island.' Zoned on northeast
side, running from the point northwesterly to the round
marker (1500 yards).

ZONE 5 - LIMEKILN
LIGHTHOUSE
Located on the west side of San ]uan Island. Zoned from the
lighthouse north to the round marker and south to a second
round marker (300 yards each direction).

ZONE 2 - BELL ISLAND
Located at the east end of Wasp Passage. Zoned on east side
from the round marker on the north end, southerly to the reef
(300 yards).

ZONE 6 - KELLETT BLUFF
Located on the southwest side of Henry Island. Zoned from
navigation light on bluff northerly to the round marker
(000 yards).

ZONE 3 - CHARLES ISLAND
Located at the southwest end of Lopez Island. Zoned on
southwest side, from the west point southeasterly to the round
marker (600 yards).

ZONE 7 - GULL ROCK
Located on the northwest side of Flattop Island. The entire
shoreline of Gull Rock is zoned. Round marker is located on
top of rock.

ZONE 4 - PILE POINT
Located on the west side of San )uan Island. Zoned from Pile
Point northwesterly to the round marker (600 yards).

ZONE 8 - BARE ISLAND
Located north of Waldron Island. The entire shoreline of Bare
Island is zoned. Round marker is located on top of the island.

NOTE: All zones extend seaward one-quarter mile (approximately

400 yards) from the shoreline

COMPLETING THE SEA TO SEA GREEN/BLUE BELT
A combination of community and governmental organizations in Greater Victoria and Salt Spring
Island are working towards the completion of a Sea-to-Sea Green/Blue Belt stretching from
southwestern Salt Spring Island to Saanich Inlet on Vancouver Island, through Greater Victoria's
Sooke Hills forests and out to the Sooke Basin that flows into the Juan de Fuca Strait. We have
the unique opportunity to create one of the greatest marine/terrestrial protected areas in the world,
ensuring species are protected over the long term and providing an unprecedented opportunity to
pursue research in an unfragmented marine/terrestrial ecosystem.
The Western Canada Wilderness Committee, among others, has been working to achieve full
protection for the terrestrial portion of the Green/Blue Belt on Vancouver Island—the last wild
forests on the edge of Victoria, the Sooke Hills. The five Sooke Hills watersheds represent the
only opportunity to protect this region's unique and endangered native species by linking existing
parks from Saanich Inlet to Sooke Basin. When parks are too small and isolated from others, they
exist as islands in oceans of development and clearcuts. As such, they offer no hope of long term
survival for the species that inhabit them. Numerous rare and endangered species exist in the
proposed Green/Blue Belt, including wildflowers, birds, invertebrates, rare Douglas-fir old
growth, Garry Oak Meadows and Arbutus Woodlands. 99% of Vancouver Island's Douglas-fir
ecosystem has been fragmented, clearcut, or lost to urbanization.
Public outcry in response to the Greater Victoria Water District's (GVWD) blatantly antidemocratic and irresponsible handling of its non-catchment lands and the region's water supply
led to the province's establishment of the Perry Commission in 1996. As a result of the Perry
Commission, the 4,900 hectare GVWD non-catchment lands in the Sooke Hills have been
protected by the provincial government and transferred to Capital Regional District Parks. This
tremendous contribution to the Greenbelt protects 3 of the 5 watersheds. In addition, this
November Finance Minister Andrew Petter again demonstrated his leadership role in completing
the greenbelt by contributing all provincial crown land parcels in Ayum and Charters, the
remaining two watersheds.
It is now essential that Federal Fisheries Minister David Anderson and the federal government join
the partnership of local citizens, the Capital Regional District, and provincial government. The
federal government can play a key role in completing the greenbelt by contributing the funds required
to purchase remaining private lands in Ayum and Charters. This contribution of federal funds to buy
private lands at the south end of the Green/Blue Belt fairly matches the provincial government's $17
million contribution to purchase the Todd Gowlland private lands at the northern end of the proposal.
The Todd Gowlland lands, purchased in 1994 through the provincial Commonwealth Legacy Fund,
marked the starting point in the creation of the Sea-to-Sea Green/Blue Belt. Federally, both Ayum
and Charters valleys are significant. They include two of Canada's most endangered forest
ecosystems, the coastal Douglas-fir and the dry maritime Coastal Western Hemlock. They are also
both wild salmon streams. Not a single salmon-bearing stream has been protected from Port Hardy
down the entire East Coast of Vancouver Island. The longer it takes, the more clearcutting and
development in and around Ayum and Charters watersheds threaten the completion of the Sea to Sea
Green/Blue Belt and species native to this region.

Overwhelming public support for Green/Blue Belt generated almost 2,000 letters that led to the
protection of the GVWD non-catchment lands and crown lands in Ayum and Charters. That same
support is necessary to encourage David Anderson to complete the Greenbelt. Ask Minister
Anderson and the Federal Government to join the CRD and provincial government and do their
part to complete the Sea to Sea Greenbelt by funding the purchase of private lands necessary to
protect salmon-bearing Ayum and Charters watersheds.
Please write to:

The Honourable David Anderson
House of Commons, Ottawa, ON K1A0A6

For more information contact the Western Canada Wilderness Committee at
(250) 388-9292*507-620 View Street*Victoria, BC*V8W lJ6*wc2vic@island.net
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COMPLETING THE SEA TO SEA GREENBELT
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WHO WE ARE
The LCBC mission statement is: To act as a unified voice for underwater safety, underwater
environmental awareness and conservation, and to provide information to the public in these
fields.
We are applying that statement with our projects. Those projects are a result of YOUR efforts.
When you join the UCBC, you become an even stronger part of that unified voice, receive the
newsletter, and vote at general meetings, and take part in development of scuba diving in this
province.
Membership is $10. Just use the form below. Questions 9
phone Kevin Smith B/fax 943-3444 or email: airhogdivingTxbc.sympatico.ca.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Date:_

Name:

Address:
Cite. Postal Code:

Phone:_H:

W:

Fax:

Cell/Pager:

Email 'Internet address:
Certification No.

Club Affiliation:

Certification Agency: ACUC •
Certification Level: O.W. •
Membership Fee: SI 0.00 •

IANTD •

IDEA •

NASDS •

NAUI •

PAD1 •

OTHER:

Advn • Dive Master • Instructor • Specialties • Other:
(Per Individual) Names and Certification Nos. of Additional Family

. Members: S10.00 •
> $10.00

•

r Updated: Recreational Diving Fatalities Report: Si0.00

•

"". FLMCS Mackenzie .Artificial Reef Map by Bernie Kyle - S4.95

•

. Total of Order: Payment of with application appreciated :
A- RETURN TO:
UNDERWATER COUNCIL OF BC
f c o Outdoor Recreation Council,
334-1367 W.Broadway,
m Vancouver, BC V6H 4A9
8 943-3444 fax: 943-3444

Membership fees are Si0.00,
DUE ANNUALLY from April 1st.
Membership inquiries contact:
Kevin Smith, Membership Coordinator

OUX. M1CLS1 Z?7VES\
RECREATIONAL DIVE FATALITIES REPORT this includes a complete review of accidents, diver deaths for both recreational and commercial diving, from 1985 - 1995. Produced
by the Dive Safety- Committee, in cooperation with the BC Coroner's Service. Divers Alert
Network (DAN) and BC Hydro. The FOLLOW-UP Report which will include historical data
on Diving Incidents and statistics on Decompression Illness by Dr. Michael Lepawsky and the
Safety Committee.
MOORING BUOYS PROJECT undertaken by the Environment Committee to protect underwater environment in local waters. It's successes to date are mooring buoys in Howe
Sound, with plans for more sites around BC with Local Stewardship Involvement.
ANNUAL BEACH CLEANUPS: The Whyte Cliffe Beach Cleanup 1995. an international
campaign for coastal cleanup. September 21st, 1996 was held at Belcarra Park. And 1997
was at Sasamat Lake, is encouraged and applauded by Parks & Recreation.
=. DIVE SAFETY SEMINAR, held on May 13, 1995, highlighted international renown speakers, in an all day event, and the day wound down to a festive evening, with the
OCEAN PIONEER A WARDS BANQUET, honouring a lifetime contribution to diving, by
Jim Willoughby. OCEAN PIONEER A WARDS BANQUET 97. planned for late 1997. .
= CONSERVING OUR OCEANS SEMINAR, held on January 25. 1997. the theme Marine
protection, Environment. Conservation. Protected Areas. Identification, Harvesting/
Collecting. & No-take Diving.
=> DIVING GEAR SWAP the 1st Annual, held on October 20th, 1996. The event attracted
divers from all over the Lower Mainland. The 2ND ANNUAL DIVING SHOW AND SWAP
was November 1997. with Presentation by the Artificial Reef Society.
=> DIVING MEDICAL EMERGENCY PHONE LINE (604) 875-4111 — announced in
March 1997. Established by Dr. Michael Lepawsky, Diving-Hyperbaric Medical Physician at
Vancouver Hospital, and also the UCBC Director of Dive Safety. Where divers can call for
prompt information in the event of a diving medical emergency.
a. MARINE IDENTIFICATION COURSE to be developed with the Vancouver Aquarium. "
=> REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES this ongoing project invites Area Representatives to
have representation from the whole province and improve communications.
=» THE UCBC IS MAKING A PRESENCE at venues to promote safe diving such as the
Outdoor Canada Show.
=> DIVER'S RESOURCE DIRECTORY, being developed with detailed information at your fingertips — on diving shops, clubs, societies, manufacturers, charters, ports, diving emergency
numbers, and much more.
=» NEWSLETTER & WEB SITE A great forum, for sharing new ideas, discussion of ongoing
provincial diving concerns. We publish Quarterly that invites any Dive/Marine or Safety related articles.

MEMBERSHIP FORM
l
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UNDERWATER COUNCIL I f f a OF BRITISH COLUMBIA!
" WHY USE THE DIVING MOORING BUOYS?"
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- To Help Preserve Our Reefs A serious problem in the local waters is the amount of
damage caused by boat anchors digging up the reefs and the pope
or chain chafing of the sea anemones beds and other life. The
mooring buoy system has been developed to reduce anchor
damage and to provide a
convenient means of securing
your boat.
Plumose Anemones
lifespan is greater than 40
years, in fact no one knows the
exact lifespan of this marine
animal. On a warm sunny
summer weekend day, two even
three boat may anchor on a
popular Howe Sound reef. With
each boat dropping and
dragging an anchor the damage
to the reef adds up. Not only
are Sea Anemones being
damaged and dug up, but all
relatively stationary life is at risk. With' the change of the tide the
chain on an anchor turns into a scythe cutting a swath of destruction across the face of the reef.
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JOIN THE PROGRAM
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Contact UCBC at ph. 737-3058
FAX 737-3666 or by mail to;
UCBC Membership Services
#334-1367 W.Broadway,
Vancouver, BC
V6H 4A9.
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UCBC needs your help. Please lend your support and expertise to
the program. Join the UCBC and become involved. We are
particularly looking boat divers and charter boat operators who
use the areas targeted for mooring buoys. If you do not have the
time to help out consider a financial donation to the program . Find
out more about the UCBC Adopt a Buoy Program by contacting the
UCBC.

UCBC at ph. 737-3058, FAX. 737-3666 or
by mail to;
UCBC Mooring Buoy Program
#334-1367 W.Broadway,
Vancouver, BC
V6H 4A9
/C777X

®

Printed on
Recycled Paper
in Canada

UCBC
DIVERS MOORING
BUOY
PROJECT
FOR BC WATERS
**"

GOALS

ORGANIZATION

To protect and preserve the life around
and on the reefs from anchor damage.

It is our idea to create mooring buoy groups or cells in
the various areas that mooring buoy are desired. The function
of these cells will be to locate sites for buoy placement , install
the buoy, then carry out the maintenance and logged inspections. This organizational format will not
place undue strain on any one group or
club to up keep a large number of buoys.
Three buoys should be the limiting
number under one group and the cell
should split and the responsibilities
separated.
UCBC will control and direct all
design, construction, research, and
official marking for all buoys. This will
allow for a standard and uniform buoy
that will become recognizable over time
to all mariners and the general public,
also a high level of quality can be up
held in the construction of the buoys.
A standard and uniform buoy will give the UCBC an
ability to market and advertise the buoys from all areas as one
large integrated package.

• To provide a safe temporary moorage for
dive boats.
;

The mooring buoy project is to benefit al
divers by providing a safe dive boat
mooring and a reef protected from anchors.

AREAS
The first area
that will receive
buoys will be
Howe Sound.
Indian Arm Sites
and others
around the BC
coast are also
being considered
and will follow
as the buoy
program matures
and more
resources
become available. If you have a favourite boat dive
location that you believe will benefit from have a buoy
placed, please ask
your dive shop for
a "Mooring Buoy
Placement Survey "
form. Some site
may be already
selected by the
UCBC for buoys,
and just be waiting
for divers to work
on the project. All
sites are first check
with the Coast
Guard for suitability
and navigation
safety before any
buoys are installed.
For more information on locations
and areas being
considered, please
contact the UCBC and we will forward you a complete
information package.

OVERVIEW
Upon implementing the mooring buoy program we
have tried to keep certain key themes in mind. A
short summery of these ideas.
$

The buoys will be available to all uses on a
first come first serve bases, regardless of funding
sources.

^

Buoys will be kept free of all advertisements
and graffiti and will bear only the official markings as
required by the Canadian Shipping Act Private
Mooring Buoy Regulations and the official UCBC logo
and address.

^

An inspection program is to be carried out on
all buoys placed by the UCBC and a log of such
inspection will be present to any person(s) or group
upon request. Maintenance will be completed on
buoys on an as necessary requirement.

A

The use of the buoys are at the risk of the
boat owners and vessel captains. Under no
circumstances will UCBC assume any liability for the
use of a buoy.

g5

At any time a buoy is deem not safe by the
UCBC executive, the buoy will be removed.

SUGGESTIONS FOR USING
THE BUOYS
- Buoys are available on a first come, first served
basis to everyone.
- Watch carefully for divers' bubbles, swimmers,
snorkelers. When in a dive area, slow down to an
idle speed and watch for vessels flying the divers flag
and or alpha flag .
- Approach the buoy very
slowly from down wind and
or down current. Always
keep visual contact with the
buoy.
- Please no more than two
vessels to a buoy to limit the
strain on the system.
- To secure your boat to a
mooring buoy, run your line
through the loop on top of the buoy and cleat the end
to the bow of your boat. Never tie off to the buoy itself,
its only purpose is to float the mooring line. On rough
days and for larger boats, increase the length of your
line. This will improve the ride of your vessel and
reduce wear and tear on the buoy system. Use
fenders to hold yourself off the buoy and protect
your vessel and the buoy from scuffing and
abrasion.
- Inspect the mooring buoy your boat is tied to - you
are still responsible for your vessel. Check to be
certain that the mooring buoy is holding the vessel as
intended, and inspect the buoy for functional integrity.
Never leave an unattended vessel when diving. Always
check the mooring line and anchor hardware when
diving on the site by first descending down the line and
to the buoy anchor point. Please report any problems,
such as broken or frayed lines to the;

UCBC at PH.. 737-3058, FAX 737-3666
or to address;
UCBC
Mooring Buoy Program
#334-1367 W.Broadway,
Vancouver, BC
V6H 4A9
UCBC assumes no liability for the use of the
mooring buoys.
You are responsible for your vessel.

EDUCATION

PROGRAMS

1997 - 1998

Our unique programs offer students
from kindergarten through college the opportunity to explore the lifestyles of
living marine animals and plants under microscopes, in aquaria, and on real time video.
Longer programs also include boat excursions to collect plankton followed by observations
and identification in the laboratory.
A non-profit facility owned by the Friends of the Marine Ecology Station.
45 minutes north of Victoria & 45 minutes south of Nanaimo
On the waterfront in Cowichan Bay at Pier 66
PROGRAMS
EXPLORING & SHARING
SEASHORE
LIFE
1 1/4 h o u r s
Kindergarten & Grade 1
Explore marine life in aquaria
and share observations while
viewing live animals on a large
screen TV.

THE MARINE

ECOLOGY

MARINE
SCAVENGER
HUNT I
1 1/4 h o u r s
Grades 2, 3, 4 & 5
Find animals which answer
a series of q u e s t i o n s on
behavior, habitat, form and
function.
MARINE
SCAVENGER
HUNT II
2 1/2 h o u r s
Grades 4, 5, 6 & 7
As a b o v e b u t
with
the
addition of a b o a t trip to
collect plankton for observation, and a short ecology video.
LIFESTYLE

INFORMATION
REPORT
2 1/2 hours
Grades 4,5,6 & 7
Explore in detail h o w one kind
of animal lives: h o w it feeds,
moves, or stays put, protects
itself and senses its surroundi n g s . This
program
also
includes a boat trip to collect
plankton.

PROGRAMS
A FISH EYE VIEW OF
AN ESTUARY
2 1/2 hours
Grades 6,7,8,9,10
Sample and observe plankton,
bottom life and oceanographic
features in the Cowichan
Estuary. There will also be a
group discussion of ecological
impacts and stewardship of the
estuary.
INNER
WORKINGS
2 1/2 hours
Grades 9, 10,11 12
explores the systems various
'animals use to carry on basic
life processes. Examples may
include mussels, worms, jellyfish, crabs.

COWICHAN BAY

748-4522

MARINE
BIODIVERSITY
2 1/2 hours
Secondary through college
BOOKINGS
&
INFORMATION
level
Survey species and habitats in
The Marine Ecology Station is designed to operate year round
BC; characterize, classify and
and we encourage school groups to conaderbcxsking in the fall,
name living representatives of
winter and early spring. Out of town schools could combine
most major animal and seaweed
a visit to our station with other nearby educational facilities:
groups. Program also includes
Freshwater Ecocentre, BC Forest Museum and Native Heritage
a boat trip to collect plankton.
Centre. We offer joint programs with the Cowichan Lake
Education Centre which also has accommodations and meals.
SPECIAL
PROGRAMS
Individual programs can be
call (250) 748-4522
tailored for special interests,
writeiMarine Ecology Station,RRl,Cowichan Bay, BC VOR1NO
specific curriculum topics or
e-mail: rnareoc<^uncan.island.net
scheduling needs. Costs vary
also see our home pagehttp://www.islan&net/~mareco/
according to preparation time,
duration and activities.
HOURS OF OPERATION
GROUP FEES
(including gst)

Monday to Friday
9:00 am to 5:00pm

11/4 hour program
$4.50 per student

We can arrange to accommodate
specific needs at other times
We are also open to the public
Saturday & Sunday afternoons

2 1/2 hour program
$8.00 per student

Closed D e c 23-jan 31

Group size: 1 5 - 30
For every 5 studentsone adult free

Brooks Point is a beautiful coastal headland
with unique wildlife, plantlife, and sensitive
marine foreshore habitat.
It offers a secluded area for viewing seabirds,
killer whales (often close in), and other mammals including otters, porpoises, seals and sea
lions.
Our objective is to preserve this sensitive
place in its natural state with no development
other than minor changes to access paths and
signage to more fully respect the privacy of
adjacent landowners.
"During thetosthalfof the 26th cental?,

HELP US PRESERVE
THIS SPECIAL PLACE
Brooks Point, a 10 acre property near
Gowlland Point, South Pender Island, is one
of the last undeveloped coastal headlands on
the Southern Gulf Islands.
The Friends of Brooks Point plan to acquire
the Brooks property as a conservation area in
order to protect the ecological sensitivity of
this special place.

We need your help!

much of the coastal paradise of {he Gulf Islands; has
ham taken up by pi inula deoclcipmanl. It is wonderful
to sea thai through cooperation and farsightedness, one
of the few remaining headlands of unspoiled nature,
Brooks Point on Pender Island can he, preserved for
future generations".

Robert Bateman

The Point has great natural beauty and a wide
range of wildlife:
• It includes a grassy headland with a series of
small bays, a fine sandy/pebble beach, outcrops of conglomerate rock, backed by firs
and maples.with an undergrowth of
salmonberry, ocean spray, and nootka rose. A
seasonal stream passes through the property.

• 102 bird species have been recorded at the
site over the years. 5 are on the BC Ministry of
the Environment Red (Rare) list, 9 on the Blue
(Threatened) List, and 5 on the Yellow
("Watch") List
• Harlequin ducks, surf scoters, grebes,
Heerman's gulls, terns, oystercatchers, murres, murrelets, cormorants and auklets can be
viewed. Eagles, herons, and kingfishers often
frequent the site.
• Abundant marine life thrives in the cold,
clear waters including various seaweeds, kelp
beds, sea anemones, starfish, urchins, sea
cucumbers, chitons, limpets, crabs, rockfish
and lingcod.
• Pods of killer whales pass by the point particularly during the summer months. They
often feed close to the point, breaching and
playing in the currents.

FUNDRAISING INITIATIVES:
In order to raise funds to preserve Brooks Point
we are developing a number of fundraising initiatives in the community. These include fun
events such as garage sales, community auctions
and raffles, and community entertainment.
Watch for these events throughout the spring
and summer. Is there a service or product you
can donate to any of the above events? Contact
Isabel Roberts at 629-6713.

A CONSERVATION AREA!
BACKGROUND:
Many Pender residents have for years shared
a vision supported by the Brooks family to
preserve Brooks Point.
The Friends of Brooks Point (FOBP), a group
of residents and visitors to the Gowlland Point
area, was formed in November 1996, after discussions with Allan Brooks indicated a realistic possibility of purchasing the 10 acre
Brooks property through the Trust Fund
Board. Friends of Brooks Point quickly grew
to include more than a hundred individuals
and families who indicated support to establish a conservation area.

As well, we have produced a series of 16 note
cards depicting the ambience of Brooks Point.
These are available at selected retail outlets.
Please buy these for yourself and your friends.
Posters and sweatshirts will be coming out later
this spring.
This brochure includes a donation pledge form
on the back page. We are requesting that organizations and individuals make a monetary
pledge to help preserve Brooks Point.

In early 1997, the Friends of Brooks Point
joined with the Pender Island Conservancy
Association (PICA) and the Trust Fund Board
(TFB), to take out an option to purchase the
Brooks property. Friends of Brooks Point will
organize fundraising, PICA will act as the local
conservation organization, and the Trust Fund
Board will hold title to the property.

Pledge now, and donate at your convenience during this year. Contributors may be eligible for a
generous tax deduction on contributions.
Included is a simple scenario showing possible
tax forgiveness of 26% to 48% for donations of
various size dependent on your net taxable
income for the year. These figures are based on
single status. Married status is comparable for
most categories.

OPTION TO PURCHASE:
The appraised value of the 3 lots that comprise Brooks Point is $765,000. Alan Brooks
has agreed to donate one lot valued at
$225,000, if the entire property is purchased
as a conservation area. We have entered into
an option to purchase the 3 lots. Our goal is
to raise $540,000 during the next year. $450,000 from major funding partners, and
$100,000 from individuals and organizations
both on and off island.

S15.000

NET INCOME of
S30.0IH)

S60.000
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S26 (26%)

S26 (26%)
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. SI85 (27%)

SI86 (37%)

5206(41%)

S409(41%)

5410(41%)

S451(45%)

S2148(43%)

52196(44%)

$2397 (48%)

Please consult your accountant or tax advisor for more detail

HOW YOU CAN HELP!
1. Join the Friends of Brooks Point today.
Membership fee is $25 for individual and $40
for family membership. This membership fee
will cover the costs of mailing newsletters for
the year, the cost of preparing fundraising
packages to send to approximately 50 groups
and organizations, and the preparation of this
brochure and other publicity. Membership
fees are not tax deductible.
2. Help Us Fundraise.
Do you have something for a summer garage
sale, raffle, or auction? Want to help us organize and stage these events? Your creative
ideas and support would be appreciated.
3. Make a Pledge.
Consider what contribution you can make during 1997. Pledges are important to indicate to
the major off-island funding sources that
there is strong community interest in preserving Brooks Point Pledges can be one-time
contributions or a number of'monthly contributions.
4. Become a member of the Pender
Islands Conservancy Association.
Support PICA and participate in decisions concerning the preservation and management of
conservation areas on our islands.
Membership is by donation and should be
payable to:
Pender Islands Conservancy Association,
Box52,RR81,
Pender Island, BC, VON 2M1.
Receipts are issued for donations over $10.
Phone 629-6416 for more information.
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Appendix VI : Local Media Coverage

Sense of urgency propels marine environment workshop
ByUALOCELBMOX
Drrftvvood Staff
Grassroots solutions by local
sJEand groups, exchanges of lutotiiutsot tad an exansnatioa of the success of marine protected areas
(MPAs) were among the higttligtKt
of a workshop on Salt Spring last
rothy anrl Saturday.
Sponsored by ihe Islands Trust and
the Canadiaii Parks and Wlckrrness
Scacty, De workshop chew 138 parrkrtpattrs, who discussed issues ranging from provincbl and federal government pefcoes so growth pressures
to how ;e reduce the impact of
canrpcts on local reaches.
"There's a sense of urgency," Trust
area services manager Robyn
Addison said, noting thai many
workshop parnapants S* the federal
and provivril prccesaes required to
calabash marine protected areas took
too tag.
Although there was no overall
conclusion from the workshop,
Addison sard the networking and
exchange cf jnfrmrurifn was useful
and needs to be contrasted. "We're
trying to set up a working group to
exchange rrinmiarintt"
Trust staff arfll be recommending a
w o t a workshop for the entire Trust
area next Jboc, Addisoo said. The
recommendation will go TO this
week's Treat Council meeting in
Vrctotia.
Some participants felt more
groups, hriating fishermen, needed
to be invocyed in developing protected areas.
It's pretty dear that MPAs work.
The/ are a way n protect communities offishand so on," Adfcon said.
Is her corning crvnmrits, Sabine
Jesten erf the 10,000-member
Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society sad thefirstmarine protected area was established mcoeTtan 60
years ago and there, were 118 -such
areas in T> awvmes by 1970. Now
there are more than. 1 3 0 0 marioe
protected areas. _ J-;", _.
Australia is the world leader, widj
303 marine prowaed rseaCaciutfing
the 340,000 square kilometre

(1361000 square mie) area surrounding the Ghat Baraet Rec£
"We think we reaDy need marine
protected areas in B C , " lessen s o l
Addison saidsceoe participants
felt there should be a way ro build
local rohiatjves and rratrcst in marine
protected areas to better connect win
the government processes. Several
presentations at the workshop by
local groups iDustrare what ootid be
oboe at the local level
Among the more entertaining was
John Baxter cf the Sal Spring Island
Paddlers, who brandished a large
orange bucket while outlining the
group's development of its own
Certifiable Reliable Androgynous
Portable
Politically-correct
Eacrernent Relocaicr (CrUrVER).
Although slightly rocgucin-cheek,
his pceseoraucn fixussed on the environmental damage of doing what
comes naturally when there is an
increasing number of kayakcrs,
camaaetsarxfcmtcciasro beaches.
The bucket is acrampomed by a
shaped wooden seat, recreational
vehicle potty fluid and a plastic bag
to hold tenet tissue tor later disposal
Barter said the unit has been successfully toted by Island Paddtas memben.
The group has also pot out two
pamphlets aimed at educating people
about consetvaticc issues. One, entitled "Sb-b-t _ You are Not Alone"
warns kayakcrs, boaters and walkers
not to approach wildlife too dosdy.
Tf you're dose enough to cause a
change in behaviour, you're loo dam
dose," Baxter said
The second, low-impact coastal
paddling, outlines tips to reduce
human impact when camping in the
wild
All three projects were low budget
and done by volunteers^ Baxter
rioted
Paul LeBlond of the Galiano
Conservancy Association outlined
that group's curorts to establish a
marine protected area in Trinccrmali
Channel in eerier to protect the rockfish peculation.
"We're looking fix support in the

mrrrntsiity joint ntt****1 from people oo Salt Spang, because it is in the
waters between us," U B o n d said
The proposed area would be
between VVahrx Island and Gahano
Island
A variety of atiriainay-based naaahves were described by Louis
Valine of the Mayne Island
Naturalists. The group received a
$1,700 grant from the Richard Ivey
Foundation to promote marine protected areas and embarked on a series
of educational events.
ID addition to a politick supper
with a guest speaker on the issue.
Valine said the club sponsored an

•fijceans Dry" rdebcrtjor on Mayne
last June.
Events induded a water-based ads
display, a presentation by the
Vancouver Acararrurn, drvrers bringiag up speocr.ro the beach fix people
to view, a local quadrant study done
by the school and displays by the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society and Georgia Serai Alliance.
VaDee said the group wants to prat
a permanent educational display in
the island's new lighthouse park,
which was visited by 13^00 people
last summer. They would also like to
oorrelaie the environmental data collected over 20 years by diver Andy

II

u n i t who Sves pan-time oo Mayne
Island and w h o worrits for the
Ymootrver Aceratrum.
"It's quite iiuportsat to see what
changes have occurred,'* ^ ***$
adore rnfi'ai nation on marine protected areas is available at an MPA
strategy
web
site:
japJAaUm par rtfbraAnpa/MPA/M
PAHNJum
Both the federal and provincial
government are vvocVing to devekip a
MPA strategy for the west coast A
draft rtjvnssaoo paper on the issue is
due for release in January and will be
followed by open houses throughout
the province.
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Marine Protected Areas-'The
'No more talk, it is time to do something'
appeared to be the general consensus for
the 170-pIus people attending the Southern
Gulf Islands Marine C o n s e r v a t i o n
Workshop on Salt Spring Island at the end
of November, The workshop, hosted by
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society-BC
Chapter [CPAWS), Islands Trust Council
and Islands Trust Fund, was sponsored and
supported by a variety of Provincial and
Federal Government Agencies and NonGovernment Agencies including several
Gulf Island Conservancy Associations.
Expecting no more than 100 people the
workshop organizers were overwhelmed
but delighted with the attendance nearing
200 people over the course of two days.
Workshop participants included concerned
citizens, fishers, recreational
and
environmental o r g a n i z a t i o n s , teachers,
small business owners, and trustees.
In her opening remarks, Sabine Jessen,
Executive Director of CPAWS-BC quickly
assured the group that Marine Protected
Areas (MPA) are not specifically created to
restrict or eliminate access to areas, but
rather to provide long term legal protection
of critical habitat, ecological features or
processes.
Presently, less than 0.02% of the marine
e n v i r o n m e n t s in British C o l u m b i a are
protected and only 2 3 % of those
e n v i r o n m e n t s s u r p a s s the m i n i m u m
protection standard as laid out by CPAWS.
'1 personally don't think that's adequate,'
said Jessen. In the Southern Gulf Islands,
there are 11 provincial parks with a marine
c o m p o n e n t t o t a l l i n g 1,129 h e c t a r e s .
However, onlv three of those exceed 200
hectares, CPAW's recommended minimum
for adequate protection.
A biophysical overview of the Southern
Gulf Islands Marine System was presented
to acquaint the group with the ecosystems
within the Gulf Islands and the Strait of
Georgia. Rick Thomson of the Institute of
Ocean Sciences explained that the Southern
Gulf Islands marine environment is affected
by both the outflow of fresh water from the
Eraser River and tidal currents. Together
these p r o c e s s e s create a
unique
environment that supports a great diversity
of species that is vastly different from the
open ocean.
The S o u t h e r n Gulf Islands s u p p o r t s
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 8,025 different s p e c i e s ,
explained Rick Harbo, a senior biologist
with the Pacific Biological Station. Although
few species are unique to British Columbia,
the habitats in the Gulf Islands are critical to
many species that over-winter, breed or
migrate through the Gulf Islands.
'Something that may be common to you

time has come to act- Knhyn Gardner

may be worthwhile protecting on a global
b a s i s , ' e x p l a i n e d Mike S h e p p a r d , a
consultant with Rocky Point Migration
Monitoring Station. Citing the example of
our commonplace Glaucous-Winged Gull,
Sheppard explained that three colonies in
the Georgia Strait represent one half of
Canada's total breeding population.
Confusion arises because different levels
of g o v e r n m e n t p r e s i d e o v e r different
aspects of the s a m e w a t e r c o l u m n . The
Department of Fisheries and Oceans is the
p r i m a r y federal d e p a r t m e n t in ocean
matters. The federal government controls
the water, fish and mammals; the provincial
government controls plants, steelheads and
oysters. Locally, agencies such as the CRD
and Islands Trust also exert influence in
these areas.
First Nations People, who are regarded
as a n o t h e r level of g o v e r n m e n t , have
constitutional rights to fish for food, social,
and ceremonial p u r p o s e s . Representing
several First Nations Bands, Willie Seymour
expressed concern o v e r t h e lack of
representation for First Nations people at
this workshop. 'Marine protected areas is
s o m e t h i n g that our elders h a v e always
e x p r e s s e d great c o n c e r n a b o u t , ' said
Seymour, but the First Nations People have
difficulty with the political process and long
outstanding issues of land claims.
While
these
complex
marine
j u r i s d i c t i o n s may c a u s e b u r e a u c r a t i c
confusion, they can also provide additional
opportunities to protect areas through the
different designations.
' H o w do you protect w a t e r ? ' asked
workshop participant Mark Brown. As a
three-dimensional moving medium, water
is affected by many influences including
urban growth, species movement, effluent
waste and air borne pollutants. Pulp mills
in Powell River and Crofton m a y emit
substances that are hazardous to the Gulf
Islands environment. How do you control
these outside influences?
Two m e m b e r s of the a u d i e n c e gave
testimony that Marine Protected Areas have
p r o v e n to be successful in b o t h New
Zealand and Costa Rica. Apparently, the
p r o t e c t i o n of c e r t a i n r e g i o n s in New
Zealand has actually improved commercial
fishing in other regions.
Closer to home, since the removal of the
marina at Whytecliff, t h e r e h a s been a
r e m a r k a b l e recovery in the size and
numbers of fish species.
But any action s h o u l d be well
c o n s i d e r e d . Mike Kaill from San j u a n
County Marine Resources Committee cited
an example where signs were posted on San
Juan Island warning boaters not to disturb
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the nesting birds on the shoreline. However,
when boaters were close enough to read the
warning signs they had already scared off
all of the parent birds, leaving chicks and
eggs vulnerable to predation.
One Pender Island resident expressed a
frustration felt in the room, 'There have
been a few workshops like this already,' he
said, 'It's time to move on it.' The opinion
of many people was that the protection of
these marine areas must take place at the
grassroots level. Local residents, groups
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and organizations can create stewardshu
programs, educate the public and 'kef
watch' over areas already designated as
parks and reserves. Small but particular
s e n s i t i v e a r e a s can be identified an^
promoted as protected areas now—while
we wait for legislation.
'The top level of Government may not
lead us, in fact they may be the last \
follow,' said one participant, 'it's up to us t
get the ball rolling.' •

ISLAND TIDES, Feb 26,1998, Page 7
LETTERS from page 5
N o Marine Protected Areas
Dear Kditor:
This letter was sent to the Honorable Sheila Copps, federal
Minister Responsible for 1 Ioritago and ParksDear Minister Copps,
Tile Salt Spring Harbour Authority sent two representatives to
the Marine Protected Areas workshop held on Salt Spring
Island on November 28 and 29. We would like to register our
very strong objection to the idea of marine protected areas on

the BC coast.
Firsl of all we were shown no compelling reason for the
MPAs to be created. There are already bureaucracies with the
necessary expertise to conserve and manage o u r marine
environment. The DFO has done and will continue to do an
..gl'lgtanding job. If there is money for studying, charting,
e^.vWisTuTVgaricl e'nToiring these marine protected areas, Why
not give it to the DI'O? They am functioning on less and less
money. We don't need any more bureaucracies with
overlapping of jurisdictions! We need to give DTO more funds
to expand their policing of poachers and habitat destruction.
We were amazed by the lack of knowledge about local
habitat and activities displayed by the charts presented at the
workshop Wc hope these charts are not going to influence the
decisions on where these MPAs are going to bel We already
have a number of provincial parks in the area, both marine and
land based. We don't nwd a national park! We have an over
abundance of tourists aiming to this area by boat, straining our
marine resources.
We don't need to attract any more people to impact further
on these very special anas Thank you for your consideration.
Doug Rajala
Sail Spring Harbour Authority U

Page 4, ISLAND TIDES, Mar 12,1998
Protect Marine Protected Areas
Dear Fditor,
Most of us view the ocean as fundamentally different from
land-—a part of the environment, much like the atmosphere,
which can't Ire fenced in and where property rights are tricky
to define and enforce. On our Islands, bristling with sensitive
land-use conflicts, the simplicity of an indivisible sea is a great
relief. One can readily understand the views expressed by
Doug Rajala, i->f the: Salt Spring Harbour Authority, whose
letter to Minister Sheila Copps you published last week: Why
do wc need to set up Marine Protected Areas? Why all the
additional bureaucracy? DFO is already doing a good job - let's
just give them more money1
One recognizes m Mr Rajala's views a clear and widely
shared reluctance, when dealing with the sea, to enter into the
complex human relations necessary to define land tenancy or
secure the protection of nature; a fear perhaps of losing the
simple perspective of the undivided sea, a fear even of mining
it as we have ruined the land.
But that's precisely why we need Marine Protected Areas:
we have been ruining the'oceans! Marine life in our waterstuu>«
become a pale shadow of its former wealth. Tire great whales
which once roamed the Strait of Georgia are long gone; so are
most rockfish, abaloire and many of the salmon. We need
MPAs in addition to fisheries regulations, as an insurance,
policy against farther destruction of sea life This has become
one of DFG's major agendas under the Oceans Act, but it Is not
DFO's exclusive jurisdiction: other federal and provincial
agencies must bo involved.
.There was perhaps not enough emphasis d u r i n g the
November Salt Spring M l W ^ p r k f h o p ^ v y ^ ^ X J l ^ t t ^ O f l ? ^ . .
on why MPAs are needed: most participant? were already
convinced of the compelling reasons for their creation. Indeed
most of the time was spent on the complicated details of
meshing the agendas of two federal departments, A "handful of
provincial agencies, First Nations interests and a variety of
local perspectives: the kind of discussions one finds In land-use
issues.
I share Mr. Kajala's distress about the sometimes byzantine
complexity of interagency coordination and I support his
views on the necessity of accurate local information in
planning marine protection. 1 hope however thai h e comes to
realize that the need to protect ocean life and its habitat is very
real and so great and urgent that it is worth Struggling through
any bureaucratic maze to establish Marine Protected Areas
around our Gulf Islands
Paul H. LeBlond
Galiano Island
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Appendix VII : List of Participants
Linda Adams
Islands Trust (Saltspring)
1206-115 Fulford Ganges Rd
Saltspring Island, BC V8K2T9
p-250-537-9144
f-250-537-9116
Robyn Addison
Manager of Trust Area Services, Islands Trust
200 - 1627 Fort St.
Victoria, BC V8R 1H8
p-250-335-2151
raddison@islands trust bc.ca
Jodie Anderson
BC Environment Lands and Parks
PO Box 9342 Stn. Prov. Govt
Victoria, BC V8W5J9
p - 250-3 87-8159
f - 250-3 87-8897
janderso@epdivl .env.gov.bc.ca
Melinda Auerback
Trustee-Lasqueti Island
General Delivery
Lasqueti Island, BC V0R2J0
p-250-333-8726
f-250-333-8670
melinda@>ma il.qb.island.net
Bill Austin
Marine Ecology Station
Box 787
Duncan, BC V9L3Y1
p - 250-748-4522 f-250-748^410
Jenny Balke
Denman Island Conservancy
6080 Lacon Road
Denman Island, BC V0R1 TO
p-250-335-2151
f-250-335-2151
Jim Barlow
Field Unit Superintendent
Parks Canada - Western Canada
250 - 1675 Douglas Street
Victoria, BC V8W 2G5
p - 250-363-8564
jim_barlow@pch.gc.ca

Julie Barr
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
555 W. Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 5G3
p - 604-666-3811
f - 604-666-3295
banj@dfo-mpo-gc.ca
Angeline Bates
p -250-537-2925
John and Rosemary Baxter
Island Paddlers
264 Cranberry Rd
Saltspring Island, BC V8K2G8
p - 250-537-4401
f-250-537^401
Charles Bazzard
Maracaibo Estates
220 Maracaibo Lane
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1S6
p - 250-537-2878
f-250-537-2972
cbazzard@saltspring.com
Jacqueline Booth
Jacqueline Booth & Associates
187HorelRd
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 2A4
p/f-250-653-4761
booth@saltspring.com
David Borrowman
Trustee-Saltspring Island
641 Vesuvius Bay
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1H5
p/f-250-537-5984
Elizabeth Bosher
Galiano Conservancy Association
S3 ClORRtfl
Galiano Island, BC VON IPO
p/f-250-539-2080
Ken Boynton
Husky Moldings
500 Queen St. S
Bolton ON L7E 5S5
p-905-951-5000 (x2353)
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N. Braithwaite
Saltspring Conservancy
380 Trincomali Hts
Saltspring Island V8K 1M9
p-250-537-9335

Peter Codling
105 North East Broad
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 2AZ
p - 604-653-9097

Mark Brown
Gulf Island Kayaking
kayak@gulfislands.com

Allen Cunningham
110 Ontario Place
Saltspring Island, BC V9K 2L5
alscunningham@saltspring. com

Bev Bullen
Victoria Natural History Society
7705 Anderson Dr
Hornby Island, BC VOR 1Z0
p-250-361-1694
f-250-656-1964
sis@horizon.bc.ca
Bev Byron
Trustee-Saltspring Island
536 Beaver Point Rd
Saltspring Island, BC V8K2J9
p - 250-653-4450
f-250-537-9116
Michael Callow
West Coast Green Sea Urchin Association
c/o 817 Frederick Road,
North Vancouver, BC
Dick Carson
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
555 W. Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 5G3
p - 604-666-6478
dcarson@dfo-mpo-gc.ca
Michelle Cirencione
Underwater Council of BC
3560 Bowen Drive
Richmond, BC V7C 4H5

Bob Davidson
347 Rowland Road
Saltspring Island, BC V8K1V1
pdavidson@saltspring. com
MikeDecoste
Box 35, Fulford Harbour Station
Saltspring Island, BC V8K2P2
David Derming
Bear In Mind Productions
156 Harrison Ave
Saltspring Island, BC V8K2N3
p - 250-537-0664
p - 250-537-4797
dderming@saltspring.com
Daryl Dennis
United Fishermen and Allied Workers Union
Grant Dovey
Underwater Harvester Association
Box 2715
I^dysmith,BC V0R2E0
p - 250-245-1037
f-250-245-1039
gdovey@islandnet
Ann Eissinger
HeronLink
p-360-766-5314
nahkeeta@fidago.net

Bruce Clapp
Underwater Harvester Association
Box 2715
Iacfysmith, BC V0R2E0
p-250-245-1037
f-250-245-1039
clapp@island.net

John Elliot
Gulf Crab Association
131MeresideRd
Saltspring Island, BC V 8 R 2 A 8
p - 250-653-4365

Rod Clark
Pender Island Conservancy
3737 Rum Rd
Pender Island, BC VON 2M2
p-250-629-6831
f-250-629-6831

Brian Emmet
Archipelago Marine Research Ltd.
2nd Floor 525 Head St
Victoria, BC V9A5S1
briane@archipelago.bc.ca
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Kail Fellcnius
1241 River Dr
Ccquitlam, BC V3E 1N7
p-604^64-9140
michka@bc.sympatico.ca
Kerry Finlay
Citizens Coalition for Conservation
Don and Fiona Flook
Saltspring Conservancy
971 Isabella Point Rd
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1T7
p - 250-653-9202
Liora Freedman
Western Canada Wilderness Comrnittee
507-620 View Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1J6
p - 250-388-9292 f - 250-388-9223
wc2vic@island.net
Kathryn Gardner
S25 C37

GaUano Island, BC VON 1P0
p/f-250-539-5829
tygai@gulfislands.corn
Donna and Charlie Gibbs
Marine Life Identification Program
2121 Rindall Ave
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 1T9
p-604-942-1414 f-604-942-1470
dgibbs@skybus.com
Carolyn Girard
Landscape Architect
165 l-24th Street
West Vancouver, BC V7V4H6
p-604-922-1416
f-604-925-3002
Hugh Greenwood
Saltspring Island Sailing Club
241 SaJtspring Hwy
SaJtspring Island, BC V8K2G6
p-250-537-9231
hughgr@saltspring.com
Jack Grisley
Council of BC Yacht Clubs
5 -1008 3rd Street
Sidney, BC V8L3B3
grisleyj@islandneLcom

Tyrone Guthrie
Islands Trust
200-1627 Fort St
Victoria, BC V8R 1H8
p-250-405-5181
f-250-405-5155
tguthrie@islandstrust.bc.ca
DanaHaggarty
Marine Life Sanctuaries Society
p-604-822-9381
danahagg@hotmail.com
BemieHanby
Marine Life Sanctuaries Society
6-1111 Melville Street
Vancouver, BC V6E3V6
p-604-681-6331
RickHarbo
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
3190 Hammond Bay Road
Nanaimo.BC V9R5K6
f-250-756-7162
harbor@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
John Harper
Coastal and Ocean Resources Inc.
107 - 9865 W.SaanichRd
Sidney, BC
p - 250-655-4035
Amanda Heath
Hornby Island Conservancy
Ford Cove
Hornby Island, BC V0R 1Z0
p/f-250-335-2807
6gill@mara.aric com
Goid Heath
Marine Life Sanctuaries Society
42-14877 58th Ave
Surrey, BC V3S8Y9
p-604-929-4131
gheath@ucu.com
Claire Heffeman
Georgia Strait Alliance
171 Jones Rd
Saltspring Island V8K 1Z6
chefferrum@saltspring.com
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BillHenwood
Paries Canada - MPA Working Group
#300-300, W.Georgia St
Vancouver, BC
p - 604-666-0285
bill_henwood@pch.gc.ca
Meg Holden
Galiano Conservancy Association
RR# 1 Poriier Pass Road
Galiano Island, BC V0N1PO
Natasha Hopkins
BCWild
Box 2241 Main Post Office
Vancouver, BC V6B 3W2
p - 604-669-4802
f - 604-669-683 3
nhopkins@helix.net
Greg Hoskins
Oyster Grower
155 South Ridge Road
Saltspring Island, BC
p - 250-653-9383
Don Howes
BC Land Use Coordination Office - MPA Working Group
Yates Centre-836 Yates St
Victoria, BC V8V1X4
p-250-356-7721 f-250-953-3481
Glen Jamieson
DFO - MPA Working Group
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
3190 Hammond Bay Road
Nanaimo V9R5K6
p -250-756-7233
jarniesong@dfo-mpo-gc.ca
MikeKaill
San Juan Marine Resources Committee
350 Court St
Friday Harbour, WA98250, USA
p - 360-378-8292
Christine Keyt
University of Washington
Jan Kirkby
Pender Island Conservancy
jankirkby@gulfislands.com

Laura Kotler
POBoxl7
Pender Island, BC V0N2M0
Bemie Kyle
Scuba Guide Mapping
103-264 2nd St W
N.Vancouver V7M 1C8
p - 980-5203
bkyle@istar.ca
Andy Lamb
Vancouver Aquarium
P.O. Box 3232
Vanvouver V6R 3X8
p-604-631-2527
IriardyLame
Council BC of Yacht Clubs
931 Farshaw Ave
Victoria, BC V9A6M1
p-250-386-7135
Denise Landriault
Paries Canada
250-1675 Douglas Street
Victoria, BC V8W2G5
p - 250-363-8569 f-250-363-8552
Tony Law
Trustee- Hornby Island
2475 St Johns Rd Box 13
Hornby Island, BC V0R 2 JO
p/f-250-335-1155
Nora Layard
118CoianyDr
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1 Jl
p/f-250-537-1612
Paul LeBlond
Galiano Conservancy Association
S42 C7 RR#2
Galiano Island, BC VON IPO
p/f-250-539-2310
leblond@gulfislands.com
Bonnie Long
Aquatic Education WDFW
600 Capital Way N
Olympia, WA 98501-1091
longbkl@dfw.wa.gov
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Nadia Mather
Underwater Council of BC
c/o ORC, 334-1367 W. Broadway Vancouver
nadia_mather@bc.sympatico.ca

p/f - 943-3444

Jeremy McCall
Vancouver Natural History Society
Box 3021
Vancouver, BC V6B3X5
f- 604-876-3313
Catherine Mc Ewen
220 Holmes Rd
Saltspring Island V8K 1T6
p - 250-653-9148
f - 250-653-9602
cmcewen@saltspring. com
Jim Mclsaac
United Fisheries and Allied Workers Union
2335 Amity Drive
Sidney, BC V6L1B8
p - 250-744-2727
f - 250-656-1964
Pete McKenzie
Pteradactyl Productions
8 Manson Rd
Saltspring Island, BC V8K2W4
p - 250-537-7049
Ken, Linda Millard
Galiano Conservancy Association
RRJ1 Porlier Pass Road
Galiano Island, BC V0N1P0
p - 250-537-2424
gahano_conservancy@guJfhetpinc.com
Mary-Lou Mills
Wash. State Fish & Wndlife
600 Capital Way N
01ympia,WA 98501-1091
p - 360-902-2834
rnnisrnlm@dfw.wa.gov
Dan Moore
CPAWS-BC
c/o Geography Dept SFU
Bumaby,BCV5AlS6
p-604-291-3320 f-604-291-5841
robert_moore@sfu.ca
Ken Morrison
BC Environment - Parks & Ecological Reserves Planning Branch
800 Johnson Street
Victoria, BC V8V1X4

Roy Mulder
Underwater Council of BC
c/o ORC, 334-1367 W. Broadway
Vancouver, BC
p/f- 943-3444
rcy_muldhr@hotrnail.com
JohnMunroe
163 Murrelet Place
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1G9
p - 250-537-4891
kerrera@saltspring.com
John Myers
Saltspring Conservancy
148 Cormorant Cr
Saltspring Island, BC V8K1G8
p-250-537-1933
Allegro Newill
Forward Vision Youth Empowerment Society
7 Tuxedo Place
PortMcody.BC V3H3W5
messer@gulfislands.com
DickNiven
Council of BC Yacht Clubs
937KingsroiURd
Victoria, BCV9A4L3
p-250-386-8141
f-250-386-7135
Giorgina Novak
Pender Island Conservancy
3737 Rum Rd
Pender Island, BC VON 2M2
p - 250-629-6831
Inga Nykwist
Habitat Aquisition Trust / Waterbird Watch Collective
220 Beechwood Ave
Victoria V8S 3W7
p - 250-595-5657
f - 250-595-5672
ingan@intertrek.com
Eric O'Hggins
Trustee-Lasqueti Island
General DeUvery
Lasqueti Island, BC V0R2J0
p/f- 250-333-8750
ohiggins@island.net
AlisaPearse
245 Dogwood Lane
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1A4
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Pat Pearson
Puget Soundkeepers
Briony Perm
Penn&Gunn Associates
224 Maedow Drive
Saltspring Island, BC V8K1T9
p/f-250-653-4880
penn&girnn@saltspring.corn
Antonia Potter
Sue Pratt
CPAWS-BC
221MenhinickDr
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1W6
p - 250-653-9907
f-250-653-9977
crankm@saltepring. com
Wally Priedolins
Island Paddlers
276 Mobrae Ave
Saltspring Island, BC V8K 1J7
p-250-537-4631
Douglas Rajala
Saltspring Harbour Authority
127 Eulford-Ganges Rd
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